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TheGetbye
UCF band is deemed
Grlando'sNext ·Best
Thing -SEE VARIETY,A8

In-depth coverage of the UCF
Football team-SEE FOOTBALL PREVIEW, B1
Safety

SCHOOLS LOSE
SWINGS OVER

UCF Police faces allegations ·

LAWSUITS

Philosophy prof. claims racial profiling

Elementary school playgrounds in
one West Virginia county are losing
their swing sets.Swings are being
removed from Cabell County scl}ools
in southern WestVirginia in part ,
because ofll!WSUits over injuries.
. Cabell County schools safety
managerTim Stewart said
Wednesday that a lot of parents are
accusing him ofbeing un-American,
but he says the cost of maintaining a
safe surface is too expensive.

•

KATIE KUSTURA

Information
Officer
Sergeant 'Iroy Williamson
said the police department
Drug user. Crack head. . is not permitted to comLiar.
ment, nor is the police
Those are just some of report being released as
the words that Dr. Jennifer there is an internal investiLisa Vest, a philosophy pro- gation going on.
fessor at UCF, alleges that
. In addition to the interfour white UCF police offi- nal investigation, the
cers called her when they NAACP and the ACLU are
pulled her over on Aug. 9.
also reviewing the alleged
When contacted on racial profiling incident.
Aug. 28, UCF's Public
"Today I filed a grievNews Editor

ance through the [university's Faculty Union] against
the University for discrimination (on the basis of race,
gender, sexuality and disability);' wrote Vest inanemail to her colleagues and
students.
According to the traffic
citation that was issued to
Vest, 316.221 taillamps, she
was pulled over for a broPLEASESEE

UCF ON A4

CFF ARCHIVE

UCF PD is currently unable to respond to inquiries about the ongoing
investigation involving Dr.Vest and allegations of racial profiling.

Ill

Accident

QB Rob Calabrese leads UCFin the semester's first test
-SEE SPORTS,A6

Recent
grads
founded
company :
Company offers
affordable options
MICHAEL SALERNO
Contributing Writer

\After struggling to fmd jobs following graduation, two recent UCF
gradu ates created an opportunity
for themselves.
But to Michael Cho and Xi Guo,
their venture is more than a business - it's a way of giving back to
the UCF community.
Cho and Guo are the founders
of Promo Knight, a provider of allpurpose promotional good s
designed to help students and
organizations at UCF by offering a
more affordable option for marketing materials.
"We want all organizations to
benefit from our pricing structure
and the quality we offer as wen;•
Cho said.
Cho, a finance major, started his
business like many startups, operating out of his garage. He and Guo, .
an engineering major, branched
into promotional goods after
founding a T-shirt printing business, Impress Ink Tees, as a hobby.
Today, Promo Knight carries a
wide range of personalized items
including pens, key chains, mugs,
foam novelties, tote bags and sunglasses. Even cu stomizable Silly
Bandz and Snuggies are included in
its inventory.
Both Cho and Guo were driven
to become entrepreneurs because

Breaking
news on
your cell
Get UCF news,sent to your cell
phone. Just text the keyword
UCFNEWS to 44636.

AROUND CAMPUS, A2

FRESHMAN FRENZV
TEACHESUCF
TRADITIONS
Hosted by SGA, the 2010
FreshmanFrenzy will be hosted
behind the Arena in TheVenue at
2:00 p.m.on Sept.4.AII new
students are invited to join the
event to learn moreabout UCF.

LOCAL &STATE, A2

NURSING HOME
EVACUATED AFTER
PIPE BOMB FOUND
ATampa nursing home has
been evacuated after a maintenance manager found a pipe
bomb on his desk.The roughly
so·residents were evacuated in .
time and unharmed.

PAKISTAN ARMY
CANCELS TRIP TO
TAMPA AMID DISPUTE

•

•

•
•

Pakistan's military says it has
canceled a trip by officers to the
United States after theywere
subject~d to"unwarranted
security checks" at anairport in
Washington.
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'Honestly, the
job market
JANICE ADAMS
scares me. With
so many Once upon a time, a college degree guaranteed
·people getting you
a job.
Althou gh t he National
laid off or Association of Colleges
and Employers predicts a
unable to find 53
percent increase in job
offers for new gradu ates,
jobs, Idoubt the Research Institute for
Social and Economic Polithat I'll be able cy,
p art of the Cente r for
Labor Research and Studto make it ies at Florida International
University, reports that
after- emp
loyment in Florida will
not be improving anytime
graduation.' soon.

'

...

TWO ON AS

Upcoming graduates fear life after college
ContributingWriter

- KRYSTINA BENNITT

GRADUATINGIN DECEMBERWITH
ADEGREE IN ENGLISH

While an estimated
3,000 students will graduate from UCF this Decem-

ber, according to the registrar's
office,
finding
em ployment may seem
like a daunting task with
the current job market.
"Hon estly, the job market scares me" said Krystina Bennett, who is graduating in Decem ber with a
degree in English ''With so
many people getting laid
off or unable to find jobs, I
doubt that I'll be able to
make it after graduation."
Bennett's
sentiments
were
shared
with another graduate,
Madison Bernath,
who is also graduating

with a degree in English.
"I'm afraid of not being
able to find a job when I
graduate," said Bernath.
"The fact that I have no
experience at all is starting
to make my skin itch."
The Bureau of
Labor Statistics pre-

diets that 153 million jobs

will be added by 2018.
While that number gives
many seeking employment
hope, the growth of the
jobs that are available will
not be evenly distribPLEASESEE
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AROUND

CAMPUS
News and rwtices for

the UCF community

Freshman Frenzy to give
away goodies for attendance
T-shirts will be given to
the first 500 students in
attendance. The first 500
will also be given the
opportunity to form a tunnel on the football field
during halftime of the first
UCF football game.
Students will learn
cheers, chants and other
UCF traditions along with
the opportunities to meet
UCF representatives.

11le Studfflt NeWS(Hlper at tJCFsince 1968
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The &irm1 Florida fuwre is the independent, studentwritten new,paper at the Univel5ity of Central Ronda.
Opinions In the Fuwre are those of the individual
columnist and not necessarily those of the editorial staff
or the Unive!Sity administration. All contmt ~ property
of the Central f/olfdo fuwre and may not be reprinted In
part or inwhole without permission from tht publisher.
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Van Camp to hold Fueling
Fitness presentation . .
Meghan Murphy Van
Camp, UCF's dietitian,
will be hosting a presentation centered on the timing and effectiveness of
meals. The main aim is to
teach students which
foods will aid in recovery
from exercises and how to
increase endurance and
strength.
The presentation will
take place at the Recreation and Wellness Center
at 1:00 p.m. on Sept. 7. Van
Camp regularly holds
events and presentations
designed to introduce students
to
healthier
lifestyles.

LOCAL
&STATE
Keep local with headlines
you may have missed

Nursing home a target in

pipe bomb case

TAMPA
Police
spokesman Laura McElroy
said the bomb squad
examined the suspicious
package
Wednesday
morning and found three
pipes strapped together.
It's unclear why the nursing home was targeted
McElroy said authorities have several strong
leads and are pursuing
possible suspects. ...Resi- dents will return after
security sweeps.

Pakistan ar,ny officfrs return_
home from Dulles airport

ISLAMABAD __::_ A statement Wednesday s:ild
·the delegation had -been
invited to attend a meeting
at U.S. Central Command,
in Tampa, Florida.
Pakistan's Dawn newspaper reported the incident took place aboard a
plane before takeoff at
Dulles airport on Aug. 30.
It reported a disagreement
had occurred between a
member of the delegation
and either a passenger or a
flight atten3ant.
:-- ASSOCIATED PRESS

LET US KNOW
The Future is working
to compile information
about organizations and
events in the UCF community for our calendar on
UCFNews.com and the
Around Campus section of
the paper.
If you know of any
information you or your
organization would like us
to include, send an e-mail
to Events.CFF@gmail.com
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UCF senior Chad Aylesworth relies on the LYNX bus to take him from his apartment to UCF. His daily commute is about an hour and he rides two buses.
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The Future
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investigates the
ins and outs of
transportation
without a car.

Online News Editor
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Online.CFF@gmailcom

Opinions Editors
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While some students arrive at
UCF in their cars and prepare to circle the parking lots, searching for .
that one available spot, some students are left to seek other means of
transportation. These options
include walking, biking, skateboarding, or using bus transportation to
get to and from campus.,
Some students rely on the LYNX
bus system as a form of transportation. LYNX provides service to
Orange, Osceola and Seminole
counties, and has a weekday average
passenger count of 84,061, according to the LYNX website.
Chad Aylesworth, a history senior, relies on the LYNX bus to get
him to and from the Woodlands, an
apartment complex located near the
east campus of Valencia Community College. He takes two buses, link
15 and link 30, in order to arrive at his
destination. Aylesworth estimates
that his travel time is one hour, and ·
he says that he has not experienced
any problems with the service.
'Tve never been late for class or
anything," Aylesworth said. "It's
generally about the right schedule".
LYNX has a variety of pricing
plans, ranging from a standard oneway fare of $2 to a standard 3o-day
pass that is $50. 1ransfers from one
bus to another are free as long as
your trip does not extend beyond 90
minutes, according to the LYNX
website.
Ben Bateman, a junior chemistry
major at UCF, tried the LYNX bus
on Tuesday for the first time. Bateman lives in downtown Orlando
and owns his own vehicle.
Bateman is using the service to
avoid the drive from the downtown
area to the main campus. Bateman's
goals in not using a car are to save
time and money.
'Tm taking one class to finish my
degree," Bateman said "I don't want
to pay for a parking pass and then
fight the traffic for all the time that is
required to park here," Bateman
says that he might not continue

ADOLFO CEBALLOS

Sports Editors

Contributing Writer

Danny Aiello x215
Mike Balducci x215

using the service, due to the fact the
constraints on his time leave him
with very little time to sleep.
Because Bateman works nights and
does not return home until 2 a.m., he
can only sleep until 6:30 a.m., which
is when he must be awake in order
to catch his 7 a.m. bus to UCF.
Bateman is considering biking as
an alternative, noting that it recently
took him less than an hour to ride
from downtown Orlando to UCF on
his mountain bike. Bateman notes
that using his bike may help him cut
down on travel time and help him
get some well-needed time with his
pillow.
''If! can cut down my travel time
to less than an hour, I can get a little
more sleep;' Bateman said
Using a bike at UCF is a viable
option that many students partake
in. Bike racks are available throughout the main campus to accommodate over 6,500 bicycles, according
to the UCF Parking and 1ransportation Services website.
According to UCF's Environmental Management :Program's
website, a good bicycle costs 2 to 3
percent as much as a car, requires
minimal maintenance, no insurance
or fuel. and can be park~d for,free or
nearly free. A well maintainetl'bicycle might also not depreciate in
value.
Chris Chel. a post-baccalaureate
student taking undergraduate
courses toward a master's degree in
finance, rides a bicycle to school to
avoid having to search the garages
on campus for parking. Chel lives at
Arden Villas, an apartment complex
located at 3303 Arden Villas Blvd..
just down the street from UCF. Chel
estimates that it takes him 15 minutes to go uphill from Arden Villas
to UCF, and five minutes to return
home. Chel notes that his bicycle
requires little maintenance and
allows him to get around campus
quickly. Chel also feels that UCF
could do more to cater to the biking
community. ·

''The campus, in my opinion, is
somewhat unfriendly to bikes," Chel
said ''It's more of a car campus, in
my opinion."
The use of rollerblades or skateboards is another way to get around
campus.
People using them have to ride
on sidewalks and crosswalks and
must yield the right of way to bicyclists, pedestrians, . or other
motorists. The use ofskateboards or
rollerblades is not allowed in any
other areas on campus, including
buildings, garages, parking lots, or
construction areas, according to
UCF's Parking and 1ransportation
Services website.
Max Pollack, a psychology senior
at UCF, uses a longboard to transport himself around campus. A
longboard is highly similar to a
skateboard, with the exception ofits
longer and.w ider base, which allows
it to travel faster than normal skateboards.
Pollack notes that he does not
find .UCF's rules regarding skateboards t-o _be restrictive.
.
He firids that his skateboard
allows him to get to class much
faster than he could by walking.
''If I park in Garage B, and I need
to go all the way to the psychology
building, it takes me a good 10 to 12
minutes," Pollack said ''If I get my
skateboard, I'm there in 3 minutes;'
In our current economic environment, many students continue
to examine their methods of transportation and how they might save
money by doing so. One possible
alternative may be Zim:ride, a new
carpooling service based out of California which UCF became a part of
as of June 29. Zimride gives UCF
students the opportunity to find
rides with other students in the area
through an online network and then
carpool with them.
Whichever method students
choose to use, transportation is an
issue that remains central to life at
UCF.

LOCAL WEATHER
TODAY IN DETAIL ,
Today Today:
Generally sunny despite a
MOSTLY
SUNNY

High:91°
Low:74°

few afternoon clouds. High 91 F.
Winds Nat 10 to 15 mph.
Tonight: Mostly clear skies. Low
74F. Winds SE at 5 to 10 mph.

"'
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Some worry degrees may do them no good
FROM

Al

uted.
According to the labor
statistics, many college
graduates are finding jobs
that do not require bachelor's degrees. After four

years of college, and
countless student loans,
that statistic can be alarming.
"The job market is not
getting better as quickly
as we would have hoped,"
said Dr. William Blank,

director of career development at UCF. "Everyone is weary of the economy. It's holding back
employers from spending
money."
Despite the outlook on
the economy, there ,are

Graduation
gifting
Fewer consumers are
buying graduation gifts this
year, but they're spending
slightly more - about $90
average - than in 2009,
according to a recent
survey. Electronics,
clothes and gift
cards are common
choices, but the
most popular gift
to 201 Ograduates

those who are still optimistic.
''What I am putting as
my prime focus, however, is
graduate school," said
Bernath. "I am hoping that
by the time I get my doctorate, the job market will be
straightened out."
With the bleak job market, many graduates are also
turning to internships.
While an internship does
not guarantee employment,
it can open doors and lead
to more job opportunities.
''What students need to
realize is that education
alone won't cut it," said
Blank. Employers want to
see internships, externships
and volunteer work as well"
Networking and finding
internships while in college
have become key components in today's highly competitive job market.
"I am hoping to land an
internship next week," said
Bennett. "Hopefully that

28 from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. at
the UCF Arena. Approximately 100 to 120 employers,
both local and national, will
beonhand.
Another source for students is Knightlink, an
online database, which
helps students develop high
quality resumes that they
then load into a software
program, where potential
employers can access those
that are a good fit for their
company.
Despite the constant
reminders of an uncertain
job market, resources like
Knightlink and Blank give
hope to the fall semester's
graduating class as they prepare to toss their cap in the
air.
"Start early," said Blank.
"Develop a clear understanding of what you would
like to do professionally and
set realistic expectations as
far as looking for employment."

will help me land a job in
publishing."
As students finish their
last semester at UCF in
preparation for the real .
world, certain resources at
can make this process a lot
smoother.
The Career Services
department at UCF helps to
provide students with the
guidance that they will need
as they embark on life after
college. Through workshops and campus job fairs,
they also help students to
make effective career and
academic decisions.
Career Services also has
an employment preparation
conference. This is an
opportunity for employers
to help students prepare for
job fairs and how they can
enhance their opportunities.
·
The department also
holds a career expo every
year. The Fall 2010 Career
Expo will be held on Sept.

is cash.
NOTE: Total does not add up to 100 percent
because survey allowed multiple choices
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UCF students plan creative rally for Friday
FROM Al

ken taillight
Vest also wrote that after
she filed a complaint against
the police that they <::ontinued to harass her by calling
her house incessantly until
Assistant Provost Michael
Johnson got them to stop.
According to a letter
from UCF's Chief of Police
Richard Beary written to
Chief Val Demings of the
Orlando Police Department,
Vest filed a complaint alleging that she was "improperly stopped, unlawfully
searched and subjected to
abusive language
and
unprofessional behavior by
members of the University
of Central Florida Police
Department:·
Beary asked that the
Orlando PD's Office of Professional Standards conduct
the investigation "due to the
seriousness of the allegations and to ensure impar-

tiality."
Vest, who said she notified police of her heart condition early on, claims they
didn't allow her to use her
nitrospray when she began
experiencing chest pains.
Also in the e-mail, Vest
requests that ''these officers
be disciplined, that they
issue a public apology to me,
that the citation they gave
me for a bad taillight (without ever issuing a warning
first) be removed from my
record and that some retraining of these officers
take place on the topics of:
professionalism, civil rights,
and liberties, and disability/medical, race and gender
issues."
As news of the incident
continues to sweep through
campus and the Central
Florida community, students and other members of
the UCF community are

UCF PD launched an investigation of the allegations of racial profiling, but has also requested help from Orlando Police Department's Office of Professional Standards.

ways," said Gumbs. "She
speaking out about the
relates to a very small
alleged injustice.
Senior philosophy major population here at UCF
because she is such a
Nicole Gumbs heard about
the incident about a week · minority and she has so
many of the minority
and a half before school
boxes checked."
started and said she took the
According to mixedincident very personally
because she was supposed heritagecenter.org, Vest is
a "mixedblood gay poet
to study under Vest this
born and raised in Chicasemester.
'
go."
'½.t first, I was outraged
"She's not the poster
for
personal
reasons
because I feel as though Dr.
child for this," said senior
creative writing major Isis
Vest is a surrogate mother to
Miller. "TIJ.is has hapa lot of her students and a lot
pened to so many other
of us admire her in different
people, but we are glad
that it is someone of
prominence so people are
actually paying attention:•
Michael Freeman, the
assistant director of diversity education and student
engagement in the Office
of Diversity Initiatives,
said he hopes this incident
will serve as a wake-up
call and facilitate conversations about what campus feels like to everyone,
including faculty and staff.
''When we have something happen on this campus, we have someone
who steps forward and
makes a statement," said
Freeman. "We have contingency plans. We have
emergency plans. We
need to, as a campus, give
these kinds of incidents
and the emergencies
around humanness the
same level of respect and

'She's not the
poster child for
this. This has
happened to so
many other
people, but we
are glad that it
is someone of
•
prommence
so
people are
actually paying
attention.'
- 1S1S MILLER
SENIOR CREATIVE WRITING MAJOR

the same priority:•
Freeman, who serves
as an adviser to Equal (a
registered student organization for the gay, lesbian,
bisexual, transgender and
queer culture community), student members of
Equal and other UCF students will have a demonstration on Friday from 10
a.m. to 2 p.m. to raise
awareness of the issue.
"It's not just u:s yelling,"
Miller said of the scheduled demonstration. "I
love this school, but part

MYSPACE

Dr. Vest, pictured above, is a philosophy professor at UCF. She was pulled over near
the intersection of Alafaya Trail and Gemini Boulevilrd for a broken tail light

ofloving something is cri- has requested ~ t the
tiquing it. It's criticizing it, · cops be disciplined,
finding what's wrong and among other t:J;iings,
changing it to make it bet- Miller would like to see
ter." ·
something a 'little more
Guinbs said she thinks serious.
.
it's reasonable to request
"I want them temiinatthat the force receive ed," she said: "I don't want
diversity training on a reg- a slap on the wrist I want
ular basis, and while Vest them gone." ·

•

•
•
•

* If necessary
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Two friends start UCF-related business
.

~

'•

FROM A1

they faced difficulties fmding jobs in their fields
because of the economic
downturn.
Cho said the lack of a job
1$rket influenced'them to
start the business. ·
To survive an e<;onomy
th.at: is limited for professi~nals, he suggested to
graduating students to fmd
"something they enjoy ·
doing'' and stick with it. '
· He said h~ never expected to become an entreprene'ut right out of college
and that he believes the initial success of Promo
Knight was "accidental."
Since its operations
began this summer, Promo
Knight landed several
clients including the Student Accounting Society
and the Chinese American
Student Association.
After those successes,
Cho moved the business
from his garage to ·a shop
on Goldenrod Road, turning it into a legitimate busi-,

ness.

1 ·

•1.

·

"From the money .we
rria~e, we didn't d~cide to
spend it," he said. .''We
decided to invest it.''
Both noticed firsthand
how the expense ofpromotional materials could place
a fmancial strain on organizations. .
Guo, who served as
treasurer in the Asian Pacif-'ic American Coalition, said
complaints about the high
costs of marketing goods
reach as far as the Student
Government Association.
''Every single year when
[SGA] have meetings, they
always complain about
how much money they
spend [on materials]," he
said
.
-~ president of CASA,
011e of Cho's duties was to
purchase • promotional
goods. He recalled the pricing for goods was "not really competitive" and there

COURTESY PROMOKNIGHT

Michael Cho and Xi Guo, both recent graduates of UCF, founded Promo Knight after they faced a tough job market. They wanted to bring discount goods to the UCF area.

was little business flexibili-

ty.
That inspired .him to
create the competition and
flexibility 'where
he
believed it did not exist
before.
"We don't have a middleman," he said. "That's
how we can get the best
price possible, because we
have direct ties to our manufacturer.''
Megan Holland, an
. intern with the Center for
Entrepreneurship
and
Innovation, believes the
early success of Promo
Knight can serve as a sign

of encouragement for other
UCF students with ideas
for their own businesses.
"If they see someone
else succeed, it's enough
motivation for them," she
said.
Fellow CEI intern Lina
Cafe agreed, particularly
because of Cho and Guo's
tiestoUCE
"I think it proves a connection since they are graduates from this institution,"
she said ''It's cool that UCF
students are paving the way
for other UCF students."
Guo acknowledged he
and Cho are currently aim-

ing to launch the Promo
Knight brand to UCF and
the community. As a starting point, Cho said he plans
to hold a launch event at
the . Student Union on
Wednesday, Sept. 8 from 10
a.m. to2p.m.
''We'll be giving out Tshirts, key chains, anything
you can think of," he said
Eventually, Cho and Guo
hope their business can
lead to event sponsorships.
Cho said he pitched the .
company to .SGA and
expressed an interest in
being involved with Homecoming.

Guo hopes for sponsorships to lead to larger scale
events on campus in the
future.
He also said events seem
to have been shrinking in
scale since graduating.
The two also provide a
price guarantee to beat
competitors by at least 10
percent, as well as a discount for student organizations and charities.
''.Any
UCF-affiliated
group gets a 10 percent discount no matter what;' Cho
said
Motivated by their
involvement in the college

and in the Pi Delta Psi fraternity, both approach
Promo Knight as more of a
cause than a business.
''.Any organization will
help influence students to
contribute to any cause,"
Cho said. "Being involved
at UCF was what led me to
this."
Guo said he wants
Promo Knight to help
increase the presence of
organizations on campus
and get more students
involved
''We want to have an
active student body at
UCF," he said
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Cincinnati's rookie phenom
Chapman hits 102 mph

t..

f

CINCINNATI - Cuban defector
Aroldis Chapman was too fast to hit in
his big league debut, throwing 102
mph during one perfect inning, and the
Cincinnati Reds beat the Milwaukee
Brewers 8-4 on Tuesday night,
wrapping up the best August by any
team in the majors.
The NL Central leaders moved a
season-high seven games ahead of St
Louis, which lost to Houston 3-0,
getting shut out for the second straight
night The Reds haven't led by so many
games since 1995, the last time they
reached the playoffs.
Now, they have a radar-busting
reliever t<i help them get there again.
Chapman joined the Reds' bullpen
and matched the hype his first time
out, throwing four pitches clocked at
100 mph or better. The Reds called up
the hard-throwing lefty, hoping he can
add some sizzle to their September and beyond:
The Reds called up Chapman from
the minors before the game, making
him eligible for postseason play.
Chapman's fastball has been clocked as
high as 105 mph in the minors, making
him something of an urban legend
before he even reached amajor league
mound.
Fans started snapping pictures when
he took off his jacket and started
warming up after the seventh-inning
stretch. The crowd cheered when
Chapman - wearing No. 54 - was
shown on the videoboard.
Chapman got astanding ovation
from the crowd of only 19,218 when he
jogged out of the bullpen to pitch the
top of the eighth with the Reds leading
8-3. Fans let out acollective "ooh" after
each high-velocity warmup throw.
His first pitch to Jonathan Lucroy
registered 98 mph, and the third Qlle
hit 102 mph, drawing a loud cheer.
Chapman made quick work of the three
batters he faced - astrikeout by
Lucroy on an 86 mph slider and two
weak ground ballsby Craig Counsel!
and pinch-hitter Carlos Gomez. Half of
his eight pitches reached triple digits,
topping out at 102.
He walked off the field to another
standing ovation.

(FFARCHIVE

Running back Jonathan Davis will lead the Knights in the bacicfield until Brynn Harvey returns from his ACL injury. Davis rushed for 332 yards and four touchdowns in 2009 as Harvey's backup.
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they have a good chance at beating
the Knights. Calabrese is still inexperienced for the Knights and it is
still undetermined ifhe can singlehandedly beat a team with his arm.

The last time they played •••
This is the first meeting

schools.
Sat, 6 p.m. IBrighthouse Networks Stadium between the ,__

~

~

sive ends Bruce Miller and David
Williams will look to get into the
backfield and create mistakes to
allow Josh Robinson and the
Knights talented secondary to
make plays.

Keep an eye out for. ~ ~

Defensive end Bruce Miller.
Miller, the nation's leader in
both career sacks with 27 and
career tackles for loss with 44, is CDANNY AIELLO
Sports editor
USA'.s reigning Defensive Player of
the Year, and going into this year
It's the start of another UCF which is to-control the clock with South Da~ota will win if... ·
,. was voted C-USA'.s top prospect
football season, and this season is the running game, then they
They get ahead early. South for the NFL Draft by Lindy's preone of promise. The Knights should wear down a weak 0:>yotes Dakota averaged close to 35 points- season poll
return weapons on both sides of defense. USD lost its entire defen- per-game last year, albeit <;lgainst
the ball and only two positions sive line and two backup linemen, weak defenses. If they can connect Key stat
have questions, one of whitji is at so Jonathan Davis, making his first with some deep passes or exploThe Knights return 17 starters
quarterback. Junior signal-caller start at running back for the sive runs and put the Knights in a from a defense that lead C-USA in
Rob Calabrese gets the nod over injured Brynn Harvey, should have , hole early it can take Coach George total defense, rushing defense,
true-freshman Jeffrey Godfrey and holes to run through.
0'Leary out of his comfort zone in ·scoring defense, sack and tackles
looks to lead the Knights to victory
The defense should look to shut play calling and force him to make for loss. UCF was fourth in the
over South Dakota
down the run and make USD one- Calabrese and the Knights' passing nation last fall in rushing defense,
dimensional. If they can make game to attempt to beat the Coy- topped only by BCS bowl participants Texas, Alabama and TCU.
UCF will win if...
Dante Warren, an inexperienced otes.
It avoids self-destruction. This quarterback, try to beat them, the
Also, USD's strongest part of
is a Football Championship Series Knights will be very successful, their defense is their depth at line- Noteworthy
Bruce Miller needs only 4.5
team still and UCF needs to come especially seeing how USD's offen- backer. They return sev~n line- .
out and show dominance. If the sive line is depleted with the loss of backers, and if they can make UCF sacks and 15.5 tackles for loss to set
offense can execute its game plan, three seniors last season. Defen- predictable and eliminate the run, UCF career records.

QB Rob Calabrese leads UCF in the semester's first test

,·

O'Leary Shows confidence in Calabrese to be starter
Buccaneers cut unproductive
Derrick Ward
TAMPA - Derrick Ward's
unproductive stint with the Tampa Bay
Buccaneers is over.
The seventh-year running back was
released Tuesday when the team
trimmed the roster to 75 players.
Receiver Terrence Nunn was waived,
and linebacker Jon Alston wasplaced
on injured reserve to get down to the
limit for the final preseason game.
Ward signed afour-year, $17 million
contract as an unrestricted free agent in
2009, moving to Tampa Bay after five
seasonswith the New York Gi~nts. He
was a1,000-yard rusher two years ago
with the Giants, but struggled to make
the transition to anew offense.
In alimited role as a backup to a
revitalized Cadillac Williams, who was
coming off major knee surgery, Ward
rushed for 409 yards and one
touchdown while averaging just 3.6
yards per carry in 2009. He was even
less productive in three preseason
games this year, gaining 2.6 yards per
attempt and finishing with 21 carries
for 50yards.
- ASSOCIATED PRESS

In a press conference
Tuesday, Head Coach
George O'Leary, along
with seniors Bruce Miller
and Jah Reid, addressed
the media about the
upcoming season and the
opener against South
Dakota, Saturday.
After a competitive
period of fall practice,
O'Leary feels his team is
ready to head into the regular seasoIL
"We're coming off a
good preseason as far as
production is concerned,
injuries, and chemistry of
the football team,"
O'Leary said "Obviously,
they are at the stage
where they are tired of
hitting themselves and
want to hit a different
color jersey. They're looking forward to the weekend"
The weekend ahead
pits the Knights against an
Football Championship

Series opponent in South
Dakota The Coyotes were
5-5 in-2009. They have not
played an FBS opponent
since Wyoming in 1984.
"[South Dakota is] a
good football team," said
Miller. "One thing that we
picked up on when we
were watching film was
that they're a lot of the
same team we are. They
_b ring effort, especially
with their special teams
and offense ·- we've seen a
lot of'effort guys' on the
field that want to make
plays:'
The past two season
openers have not been
easy for UCF, each against
FCS programs like South
Dakota
In 2008, the Knights
won a 17-0 game against
South Carolina State and
last year they escaped
with a 28-24 victory over
Samford Reid addressed
what might need to hap-

,.,: · -

pen in this upcoming ·
matchup to avoid a similar
slow start.
.
-'~Coaches always say
don't go out there and be
shocked when everything
is flying by;" Reid said ''It's
game speed It's faster
than a practice and they
want us to come out, start
strong and finish strong."
Several position battles
were waged throughout
fall camp, perhaps none
more hyped than the
quarterback battle
between Rob Calabrese
and Jeffrey Godfrey.
O'Leary named Calabrese
the opening-day starter in
a Conference USA media
teleconference Monday,
but insists both signal
callers will see the field
"(Jeff) is going to play.
There will be two or three
quarterbacks hopefully
we'll get into the game,"
he said "I said early I
thought h e would be in

the game plan. Whether
Rob is doing real well or
not doing well, Godfrey
will be in the game."
One particular competition was created due to
injury. Despite a quick offseason-recovery for running back Brynn Harvey,
the junior is still expected
to be out until mid-September. Sophomore Brendan Kelly started camp on
top of the depth chart, but
sophomore Jonathan
Davis has risen to the top
spot at RB heading into
Saturday.
''He's become more of
a leader out there," said
Reid ''He's a great athlete
and he's so motivating out
there on the field I love it
when he's in the huddle.
He's so up-tempo. He just
wants to run the rock."
Overall, Coach O'Leary
has been pleased with the
competition that has led
to the roster shakeup.

"I think part of a
coach's job is to create
competition," he said
"You want guys looking
over their shoulder. I think
the big thing is you create
competition at every position because you know
the old saying you either
get better or you get
worse. I think when you
have competition, they are
going to get better or their
going to get replaced.''
O'Leary certainly doesn't like the prospects of
playing an opponent as
severe an underdog as
South Dakota is. With the
experience of the last two
years under most of the
players' belts, they know
not to overlook their
opening matchup.
Miller knows that they
are a long way away from
the end of the season.
'We do know that if we
look ahead that it can
come back and bite us."
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MGM probed after Jordan tweet
MaKus Jordan's Vegas romp lands hotel
chain in hot water

.

'

Fontaine at the FIU/Pat Bradley
Invitational.

MGM Resorts International was
under investigation after the underage son of basketball great Michael
Jordan bragged on Twitter about
partying at a Las Vegas Strip nightclub.
Officials
were
exarmmng
whether the casino operator violated laws prohibiting drinking or
gambling by minors.
People under 21 often try to gamble or drink in Las Vegas, but punishment for .casino operators
depend on the circumstances.
Jordan's 19-year-old son Marcus
Jordan tweeted Aug. 20 about
spending $35,000 at Haze at Aria
CFF ARCHIVE
Resort & Casino.
Carolin Pineg~r will be returning to the Knights,
"Last night was stupid... 35K at who start their season Monday at TPC Sawgrass.
Haze," the University of Central
Florida sophomore guard said. Women's golf begins fall season at
"Totals SOK something the whole Ponte Vedra's TPC Sawgrass
day."
Thewomen'sgolfteamwillopen
The tweet has since . been their fall season Mop.day with a sinremoved from the site and Jordan's gle-day event in Ponte Vedra Beach.
account has been set to private.
The Labor Day Shootout, hosted
Jordan told a Fox Sports web- by Jacksonville University, will be
site last week that the tweet was a played at the historic TPC Sawgrass
mistake and said he had conversa- Stadium Course, home of the PGA
tions with both his parents about Tour's Players Championship. it.
The Knights will head to TPC
"I didn't mean it the way it came Sawgrass with a number of off-seaacross," 'Jordan said in ' a press son accolades in tow. Senior Katie
release. "My family and friends Detlefsen was named to ESPN' the
know the type of person I am."
Magazine's women's At-farge third
Jordan was in Las Vegas for his team in June. Detlefsen is the fn:st
dad's fantasy basketball camp with UCF golfer to earn ESPN the Magahis brother, Jeffrey, and teammate zine Academic All-American status,
AJ.Rompza.
but the accolade wasn't her first of
A video posted to Twitter by Jef- the summer. She also was awarded
frey Jordan shows all three players the Dinah Shore Award, which is a
hanging out at the Liquid P.ool national honor given to the golfer
Lounge, the resort's adults-only pool who finds success on the course and
UCF basketball spokesman Doug in the classroom and community.
Richards said the school had no
In July, Detlefsen and sophomore
comment
Valentina Fontaine were named to
MGM Resorts spokesman Alan the National Golf Coaches AssociaFeldman declined comment. The tion's All-American Scholar Team.
Aria is the centerpiece casino of
Detlefsen and Fontaine will be
CityCenter, the company's joint among the Knights back in action
venture with Dubai World that cost on Monday. Sophomore Carolin
$8.5 billion-to build.
Pinegger will also be returning.
According to ESPN.com; the Either Fontaine or Pinegger placed
scliool would not face sactions, first for UCF in eight ofthe Knight's
however, Coach Donnie Jones could 11 events last year. Among the highsuspend players based on personal lights from the season was a team
choice. The casinos and resorts ·title from the Hurricane Invitational
could face sanctions under federal in Miami, the team's first since 2002
and a second-place finish for
law.

- NICOLE SAAVEDRA

Volleyball heads to Wilmington, looks
to remain unbeaten
After opening the season undefeated with a 3-0 record last week in
Ft. Myers, the women's volleyball
team has not lost a single set.
The Knights were perfect last
weekend at the Florida Gulf Coast
Tournament, winning nine straight
sets with two come-from-beliind
victories. Junior team captain
Kristin Fisher, and sophomores
Evija.Vtlde and Meredith Murphy
were each named to the all-tournament team fo:r their performances.
This weekend the Knights continue their road trip at the UNCWtlmington Classic in Wtlmington,
N.C. .~o play the tourn~ent-host
seahawks (1-2-0) Friday at 7 p.m. On
., Saturday the Knights face UNCGreensboro (4-0-0) and South Carolina· State (1-3-0) in an afternoon
double-header at 1 and 5 p.m.
Wtlmington and South Carolina
have little experience playing big
schools thus far and UCF is one of
their tougher teams on their schedule this season. Although Wtlmington will be playing in their home
opener, the Knights had no problem
under similar circumstances against
·FGCU.
'
Greensboro hosted their season. opening tournament last weekend
·and went undefeated, and will be
the Knights' toughest challenge tl:µs .
weekend. Greensboro has five
returning seniors.
Despite having the youngest
team by average age - and no seniors - the Knights will be the team
to beat this weekend.
The Black and Gold have high
expectations for themselves as they
strive for their first conference
championship berth since 2003.
With a full roster of healthy players,
Head Coach Todd Dagenais has
plenty of options to keep opponents
on their toes. A dozen different
Knights saw action last weekend:
experience vital to many new additions and players coining off
injuries.
-SEAN SIMON
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Contributing Writer

Armed with energetic and infectious melodies, The Getbye rose from
playing in a dorm room at Libra Drive
to winning "Orlando's Next Big Thing"
onJuly24.
In the showcase, UCF students Kyle
Smith, Alex Smith, David Pendry, Alex
Taylor, and Casey Shannon and Ian
Shannon beat 23 local acts and won
prizes such as a custom -built guitar, a
photo shoot, and vocal or performance
coaching.
The band was thankful and ''happily
surprised" to win ONBT.
''We believed in our music and all
the hard work we did was recognized,"
said senior biology major Kyle.Smith
The Getbye decided to enter the
· showcase after Alex Smith learned
about ONBT from its MySpace page.
Its members said they had fun performing in the showcase that judged
participants based on their performance, stage appearance, cohesiveness
as a group, and promotion.
Its hard work and organic creativity
began to take form in the fall of 2009.
Not only are ·all its members self-taught
musicians; there's also the added talent
of ·senior interdisciplinary studies
major Pendry, who has the innate ability to learn any music instrument he
chooses and to make m~ic out of the.
simplest material such as a tennis racket.
"Music originality is important to
us;' said Alex Smith, who is a freshman

•

PHOTO COURTESYTHE GETBYE

l:ocal band The Getbye, comprised totally of.UCF
students perfonns.

-nursing major.
. The band's. live performance is a
blend of eclectic sounds created from
different instruments sucli as guitar,
trw,npet, and bongo drums to a glockenspiel, an instrument made of metal
pipes and bars that resemble a xylophone. Its inspiration for material can
be sparked from something as simple
as the sound made by a spoon as it hits
a belt buckle.
, The Getbye's unique sound makes it
~d to place their music under a specific category or label but its members
had a few definitions for it. Junior history major Alex Taylor described it as
':Indie acoustic jam," while Kyle Smith
had a more visual description: ''IfMod~st Mouse, The Beatles and Johnny
Cash had a baby," Smith said
' The Getbye's sound may be hard to
define but its name has a simple explanation.
''We named our band that [The Getbye] because we do what we do and

what we can to get by in life," Kyle
Smith said.
The band released its first EP
''Down Went a Bone, Up Came a Root''
in 2009.
Currently, they have eight songs
written and many more that need to be
finished for their next EP or full length
album. The band will head to the
recording studio in the upcoming
weeks.
The Getbye said that winning
ONBT has given the band more street
credibility and offers to play shows all
around Florida. The band's next show
will be at Club 57 West in Downtown
Orlando on Sept. 8. Its full show schedule can be.found at the band's MySpace
and Facebook.
The members of The Getbye said
that their goal as a band is to put on a
great show. But, tl,ley also want to use
music to challenge antiquated views
and help people through difficult times
by creating music that is uplifting with
a positive message. The band is looking
to unite its forces with organizations on
campus and off-campus that also seek
to spread the same message.
''We are a movement," Kyle Smith
said ''We started here [UCF]. We really want to reach to more kids and represent UCF."
Though, the band is aware it has
exploded rapidly on the music scene its
goal to reach out to others with its
music has only increased. "Music
helped us get through ·things," Alex
Smith said ''We want to do the same
for others."

f •

UCF student~ put on poker face
JESSICA MARTIN
VarietyEd{tor

•

From the screen to the
streets, the game of poker
has invaded the UCR
Froni' Tuesday through
Sunday, the Shamrock
Poker . Tour of Oviedo
hol~ tournaments for area
poke~ players.
D!ive Richard the
owner of the Shamrock
Poker Tour says that his
motivation for -creating the
league was to create an
atmosphere where poker is
a social event.
''We're trying to create
an
atmosphere
like
cheers," ·said Richard "It's
more than poker, it's a
social network."
The league has been in
business since last August
and plays Mondays and

p

Wednesday at Flanagan's
Sports Pub in.Oviedo and
Tuesdays· and Sundays 'a t
Frogger's Grill and Bar, also
in Oviedo.
·
Ricllard has been playing poker for seven years
and started the league after
being dissatisfied with the
- rules of a league h e was in.
He and group of other
players designed the
league around what they
thought their former
league was lacking.
The tournaments usually go on until around 11:30
p.ni. and the ·points for
each participating player.
According to Richard,
the league averages 60-65
players a night and attracts
many UCF students.
"We have a lot of UCF
students, students from
Valencia..Poker is one of

MICHELLE DAVIS/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Mike Rasmussen plays poker at one of Shamrock's local tournaments at Frogger's Grill and Bar, located in Oviedo.

those games where anybody can play" said
Richard

-- - -------------

Mike Rasmussen is one
of the UCF students who
frequents the league.

Rasmuss,e n, a Junior
PLEASE SEE
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Spice up your night with homemade Mexican cuisine
I am not sure if it's
because I can legally enjoy
a margarita with my meal,
but I am absolutely infatuated with Mexican food
lately.
It's casual. easy, fast. and
fairly in~ressive and
never fails to put me in a
good mood. Or perhaps it's
the small ocean of tequila.
,Ironically enough, my
favorite Mexican restaurant is located several
thousand miles away in the
Sherman Oaks district of
Los Angeles, Cali£
·casa Vega Restaurant
hasbeen in the restaurant
business for more than 50
years. It serves everyone
from LA. locals to A-list
celebrity regulars, this is
. l

Columnist

the place to go in southern
California for authentic
Mexican cuisine.
During my recent trip ·
to Manhattan, I ran into
restaurant owner Christy
Vega-Fowler who was
doing an, instructional
cooking demonstration
thatshowcasedoneofthe
restaurant's best sellers:
Chicken Enchiladas.

I finally learned some
of her secrets and I am
thrilled to share them.
For those of you who
have never had the pleasure of sampling this flagship dish of Mexico, it's
basically liked a baked burrito served with a red
sauce and topped with
. melted cheese.
Enchilada fillings can
include everything from
greenpeppers, onions, garlic, and beet: to just cheese
and chicken.
Making the authentic
Casa Vega red sauce that
the enchiladas are topped
in is rather intermediate so
for the sake of being college frien~y, just purchase
canned enchilada sauce

~

)"Vorld Series trip is prize

from the store. ·
In addition to one (1)
can of sauce, you will also
need the following:
1 whole chicken. shredded and deboned
1 small onion. chopped
and sauteed until soft
l/2 head of garlic,
minced. sauteed with
onioro.
1 dozen tortillas
Shredded Monterey
Jack or cheddar cheese
Vegetarian? Not into
chicken? Hate my choice
of ingredients all together?
Put whatever you want
in this dish. Vega-Fowler,
the enchilada guru,
encouraged us to make
just about anything into an
enchilada. She said her
favorite was lobster.
Sounds interesting, but

your very own quesadilla
maker.
Yeah, I know what
1 Cook tortillas in the
you're thinking: why?
microwave for 10 seconds
Although assembling
so they are somewhat
and making a quesadilla is
warm.
Using warm tortillas
pretty easy in a non-stick
skillet, this round contrapwhen making anything
tion produces heat from
from wraps to burritos
(and crisps) two sides
prevents them from breaksimultaneously and seals
ing.
, 2. Place desired amount the quesadilla into five
perfect cheesy packages.
of ingredients in the middle of tortilla and roll
With the ample amount
3. Place filled tortillas in of Mexican-inspired
restaurants surrounding
an oven-safe baking dish
and pour enchilada sauce
the UCF campus, this may
on top and place shredded
be something that you usucheese.
ally think to eat out rather
than at home.
4. Bake in a 350 degree
However, with just a
oven for 10 minutes.
few ingredients and 10
Are you as obsessed
, minutes, you won't need to
with quesadillas as I am?
trek all the way to Chipotle
I'm not ~e if you're
Mexican Grill or Moe's in
aware of this or not, but for Alafaya traffic for your
under $25, you can own
mid-week Mexican fix.
I'll stick to chicken.

FROM AS

psychology major, has been playing
poker for four and joined the Shamrock
Poker Tour 6 months ago.
•·,J.la,sn:fossen says he plays for the
chance to win prizes but also just like to
play.·
hi the last few years, the increased
popularlty of poker both online and on
teletjsion has subsequently piqued the
int~te<;i. of college-aged kids.
I Tc{Rasmussen, the chance to win
mopey coupled with the fact that the last
twp WSOP winners were 22-years-old
and ~I-years-old. sparked an interested
MICHELLE DAVIS/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
as well. ·
Dave Richard is the owner of the Shamrock Poker Tour, he
··. Although the tournaments are free, hosts several tournaments a month in the Oviedo area.
prizes ·are usually given to the night's
winner. ln the past video cameras, gift World Series, poker is something that he
cards and cash prizes have been given . will always like to do.
away.
'
·
"I love to gamble. I was playing online
'· This year, year however the league poker at 16-years-old." He said. "Plus it's
will be offering its biggest prize yet: a free. You can never go wrong with free:•
chance to play in the annual World
Haight has only been a part of the
Series ofPoker next April. The winner Shamrock Poker Tour since the beginof,the-ieague's Hall of Fame tournament ning of the summer, but has been playwill receive an all-expenses paid trip to ing for five years.
Las Vegas, where the league will pay for
"The most I've won is $1650 at a tourthe winner 's buy-in spot.
nament in Daytona" said Haight.
Stephen Haight, a 4th year mechaniWhile all three agree that the game is
cal, engin~ering major, says that even easy to learn, it takes years to learn how
th6ugh he isn't playing for a seat at the to play poker well
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Obama: creating a
·stronger America
W

e were in an interesting position this
weekwhenwe
received the column below.
We've never had a direct email from the White House
and have never been asked
to run a column written by
the President of the United
States.
While we agree with
most of the points President
Barack Obama made in his
lengthy column. that isn't
our real reason for printing
it.
College students are busy
people and aren't always
aware of the changes that
take place, even in their own
university. Running this column is a way to help inform
UCF students.
We hope you read it and
share your opinions on this
piece in the comment section of our website,
UCFnews.com.
At colleges and universities across America, students
are heading into the classroom, many for the first ,
time. You're taking part in a
journey that will not only
de.t ermine your future, but
the future of this country.
We know, for example,
that nearly eight in ten new
jobs will require workforce
training or higher education
by the end of this decade.
And we know that in a
global economy, the nation
that out-educates us today
will out-compete us tomorrow. In the 21st century,
America's success depends
on the education our students receive.
That's why, soon after I
took office, I proposed an
ambitious goal: by 2020,
America will once again
have the highest proportion
of college graduates in the
world. And over the past
year and a half, we've been
putting in place policies to
help us meet this goal
First, we are making college more affordable. As students, you know why this
matters. Over the past ten
years, college costs have shot
up faster than housing, transportation, and even health
care costs.
The amount student borrowers owe has risen almost
25 percent in just five years.
This isn't some abstract

issue to me. Michelle and I
had big loans to pay off when
we graduated. I remember
what that burden feels like.
No one in America
should be saddled with
crushing debt simply
because they sought an education And no one should
be denied a chance to make
the most of their lives
because they can't afford it.
That's why we fought so
hard to win.a battle that has
been raging in Washington
for years over how to administer student loans.
·
Under the old system,
taxpayers paid banks and
financial companies billions
of dollars in subsidies to act
as middlemen - a deal that
was very lucrative for them,
but unnecessary and wasteful And because these special interests were so powerful, this boondoggle survived
for decades.
But this year, we said,
enough is enough.
As a result, instead of
handing over $60 billion in
unwarranted subsidies to big
banks, we're redirecting that
money to upgrade America's
community colleges and
make college more affordable for nearly 8 million students and families.
We're tripling the investment in college tax credits
for middle class families.
We're raising the value of
Pell Grants, and we'll make
sure they increase each year
to better keep up with inflation We're making loan
repayments more manageable for more than one million more students. ·
Future borrowers can
even choose an incomebased payment plan so that
you don't have to pay more
than 10 percent of your
salary each month. And if
you go into public service,
and keep up with your payments, your leftover student
debt will be forgiven after 10
years.
As part of this effort,
we're simplifying financial
aid forms, too, by· eliminating
dozens of unnecessary questions.
I'd also point out: one way
we're helping young people
afford college is by helping
them to afford health insurance. Because of the new

•

health care law, young adults
can stay on their parents'
health plans until they are 26
years old.
Second, a college education needs to be more than
affordable; it needs to prepare graduates for the jobs of
the 21st century. Community
colleges - undervalued
assets in this country - are
well-positioned to lead this
effort.
That's why we're upgrading these institutions by
tying the skills taught in
classrooms to the needs of
local businesses in growing
sectors of the economy.
The third part of our
higher education strategy is
making sure more students
complete college. Over a
third of America's college
students, and over half our
minority students, don't earn
a degree, even after six years.
That's not just a waste of
money; it's an incredible
waste of potential that holds
our country back. We don't
just need to open the doors
of college to more Americans; we need to ensure that
students walk back out of
those doors with a degree in
their hands.
Of course, that depends
on students. You are responsible for your own success.
But there is more we can do
to remove barriers to finishing college, especially for
those earning a degree while
working or raising a family.
That's why I've proposed
a College Access and Completion Fund, to develop,
implement, and evaluate
new approaches to improving college success and completion, particularly for students from disadvantaged
backgrounds.
So we are making college
more affordable, gearing the
education you receive to the
demands of a global economy, and taking steps to lift
graduation rates.
. Because this is how we'll
retake the lead in producing
college graduates. This is
how we'll help students like
you to fulfill your dreams.
And this is how we'll
ensure that America prosp ers in this new century, and
that we harness the greatest
source of our strength: the
talents of our p eople.

Don't abuse
safety services
L

•

•

ast week one of our
reporters wrote about
the Safety Escort
Patrol Services, SEPS, that
provides rides and escorts
for students on campus.
After reading the article
we noticed how some students have been taking
advantage of the service for
.
a free ride.
We think it is shameful in
addition to being a waste of
time for the university
employees who work for
SEPS.
From Sunday to Thursday between 7 p.m. and 1
a.m. the university pays five
to six people to act as safety
escorts for students.
When a SEPS staff m ember shows up to escort a
student they usually arrive
in one of the program's
three battery-powered carts.
Some students have
become angry if an escort

arrives without the cart and
therefore the bonus of a free
ride.
Most of the complaints
filed about the program are
from students who were disappointed that the safety
escort arrived without the
cart, according to SEPS.
If your number one reason for calling is safety
related, you shouldn't be
worried about your escort
not doubling as your chauffeur.
Perhaps the worst incident we read about, though,
was the woman who called
SEPS to recruit their help.in
finding her dog.
We aren 't saying your
dog getting loose isn't a
stressful situation but it also
isn't what the safety program was designed to do.
The program was also
not designed to provide free
rides to students who are

feeling lazy.
It was created to protect
students from the crimes
that happen on college campuses each year.
The SEPS is not the UCF
shuttle program or a free
taxi so please do not treat it,
or the program's employees,
as if that is the case.
Abusing a useful program is a fast way to prompt
the UCF Police Department
to cut funding or start
charging students for what
is now a free service.
Instead, be thankful that
your university has taken
the time to install a program
to protect you and your fellow students.
You can reach SEPS at
(407)823-2424. If it is after 1
a.m. or the weekend you can
contact the UCF PD at
(407)823-5555 and an officer
will b e sent to act as an
escort if one is available.
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Four easy steps to
save a few dollars
As college students,
Trust m~ it'll mltlce you
think.
;
,,
we are trying everything
in our power to save
Rule number three: Driving less equals
money. Sometimes it's
not always easy.
spending less money on
When all of your budgas.
dies decide to go bowlI know Orlando is a
big city and you have to
ing, see a movie, and get
a few drinks all in the
drive to get just about
same night, fifty dollars
everywhere, but there is a
has escaped your wallet
way to drive less. Instead .
J.SWANSON .
in no time.
·
of driving your friends
Guest Columnist
It's not possible to
around everywhere, ask '
save money during every
them to drive sometimes.
occasion but it is possible to save
It's only fair.
Instead of driving to class everymoney during some.
Monitoring your dough spending day, catch a ride on one ofUCR's
shuttles. If you live close to campus,
during grocery shopping is probably the easiest way to save cash.
consider riding your bike or even
The number one rule: Stay away
walking to class instead. Not only
from name brands. They are evil.
will you save some gas, but you'll
also save time trying to find a parkYes, the name Ziploc sounds
enticing at first, but once you realing spot in one of the overcrowded
ize that the same size box to the left and hectic garages.
of the Ziploc bags that reads Great
Rule number four: No one says
that staying in on a Friday night is a
Value is two dollars cheaper you'll
bad thing. Give it a try.
gladly spare the fancy name brand
in exchange for saving a couple
Yes, Friday is the prime day of
the week to go out and spend
bucks.
Rule number two: Limit the
money on doing all kinds of things
amount of fast food you buy.
that college students love to do. I
There is no doubt about it; fast
get it.
food is delicious, but expensive. The
However, there's nothing wrong
U.S. Department of Labor says that
with staying in on some weekends.
the average U.S. Consumer spends
Watch a movie at your dorm or
12.4 percent of their paycheck on
apartment, hang with some friends
at their place or play some video
food. 5.4 percent.of that is on food
away from honie while the other 7
games. I don't know what you prefer, just abstain from going out and
percent is on food at home.
spending unnecessary money on
Meaning that almost half of the
money spent on food is from fast
Friday night activities every now
-food restaurants, which is a big reaand then
son why peoples' money disappears
These four simple rules can
so quickly. The average cost for a
promise to keep a few extra dollars:
in your wallet that will eventually
meal at a fast food restaurant is
add up and help you realize how
about $7. Just try adding up the
amount of money you spend on fast much money you can save by cutting out some of the things in your
food in one week and realize what
else yqu could have spent it on
life.
~

MAN ON THE STREET
T H E
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'A R O U N D

CAMPUS

What do you do to
help you study?
KATE HAGAN

MEGAN CHEEK

Junior, Studio Art

Junior, Health Science Admin

"Go to the newly renovated
library and make note cards."

"Find a quiet place."

SCOTTY STEELE

BREANNA PALS!S

Freshmen, Accounting

Freshmen, Nursing

"Get a big glass of Kool-Aid
and relax to some music."

"Study in advance and time
management so Idon't have
to cram."

MILES ARCHABAL
Junior, Political Science

"Make sure Ifind a quiet place,
and note cards are helpful."

JAKE EDMAN
Freshmen, Aerospace Engineering

"Get everything done ahead of
time,there is no procrastinating."

!
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HOW TO PLACE AN AD

SUBMISSION DEADLINES

Online 24 hrs/day:
www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds
By phone: 407-447-4555
· By fax: 407-447-4556
In
11825 High Tech Ave,
Suite 100, Orlando FL 32817

PAYMENT METHODS

Online, phone, fax,
in person:
10 a.m. Fri. for Mon. issue
4 p.m. Wed. for Thurs. issue

VISA, MC, AMEX,
Discover, Ca~h, Check
OFFICE BUSINESS HOURS

person:

Monday - Friday
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

407-447-4555 • www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds

RATES

CLASSIFICATIONS
Rate
100 HelpWanted:General
C

125
150
175
200
225
250
275

HelpWanted:Part-Tme
Help wanted: Ful-Tme
Business Opportunities
For Rent Homes
For Rent Apartments
Roommates
Sublease
300 ForSale: Homes

C
C
B
B

B
A
A

B

l!m
350
375
400
500

For Sale: General
For Sale: Pets
Services

Announcl!ments
600 Traver

Hea!&ff JOBS - Rea:ly1ow:J!k'?
3\\e31<~~Hards Cf1 enviorment
NaocnNde oer1ifK:ams ;rd La::a

rritaytrct-irg vi:Jeo gsne.
Fa- nue i1bmalicri er t:, sig1 t.p:
leeme.1aybr.Clr@navy.rrl

Joo Plocanen!Assisarel
(877)994-9904

WANTED: LIFE AGENTS. Ean
$6CXl a Day, Qeat!vJer,t Berefits.
Cormisscns Paid Daly, l.beral
lhlerwri!rg. Leoos, Leoos,
1...eocts. LIFE INSURANCE,
LICENSE REQUIRED.
Gal (888)71WJ2J

ARE YOU PREGNANT?
(X)NSIDERING ADOPTXJN?
L.ovrg rrmied Oll4E seef<s i)
~ 'Ni be FIJ-1ine fv'an (Ege
36) ird DEM:Aed Da:l. Fradal
seruily. EXPENSES PAID.
Kml3il (888)300,1255 R. Es-

DRIVERS-A.SAP! New Pay
ncrease! 37-43 q:rn Fuel Borus Lp il 4q:m! Nero COL-A& 3 roost
recent om (877)25&8782 www.rne6:Jnln.d<.rom

#0150789

Olfre ~ o.-iecb-Wnler

Sµrgs Re!Pia!ChaTl:lerof
Qirrmeroe. lvtl 2 yeas exp,
Qrltxxik, Wold, Excel pol, &
excelert oralfMitlm cxmn sl<ls
~ -9Em-6J:m,rome 0El1y &/er
lae days. Fa- nue i1fo anal
resurreil Ca}'tbnG. Skeates,
J D - r o y @ ~.crg

IWTTBIJDERS WANTED.
$300 a day polmial. l\b
Experierce Necessay. Trarrg
Pn:Mded./lg318 + OK
800-965-6520 ext 1<J7
AIRLINES ARE HIRING-Trail b"
ttj1 payi'YJ Awim Mct1lma1re

Caeer:FAA~r:rogam.
Fradal ajj ~ cµfu:1-1-blsrg
avalede. CAI.LAwim lnsti1ute
of fvltlmarre (866)314"3700

Drivas- F<XJDTANKER
DRIVERS NEEDED om
JX)5ioons avaiaile NOW! COL-A
w/T.rter REO'D. ~
pay & Benefis! Cal a reau'ler
TODAY! (877)484,3042
www.oakJeo,1rmsportrom ,

FORECL.alED HOMEALCTION
14001- R. li:lmes IAu:tiCfl: 9118
q:ien 1-tluse: Sef:t 4, 11 & 12
REDC I \/'eN Fll l.istr-gs
www.hr:fm.cr:rn RE Brkr
001031187

350
NEW Nav.ooo SAWMILlSl..!.nilefMale- ta-des logs 34"
cicl"neta", Tris l:xJards '2S' wide.
Alromaledcµ:.1<~
~ efiDercy t.p il 40%1
www.l\bv.oodSav,/rrc:anl.lOOII
(8Xl)661-7746 Ext:m"-J
CHERRY BEDROOM SET. $cJkj
WroJ, l1EMll" used, mm new i1
lcdoly boxes. Ergsh Dovelal.
~ <XJSt $4500. Sel b"$895.
QndetMlr:
Cal Tern (813)&X){l663

SflMULLG REBATE$$$$

Sef:t/~ Eledri:: Bil Pai:t
$3,00).00l!lXQecit-2011 Get

~tree rane g:,t1 ucatifia:i.
1st 25 poops il cal, $35.00 git
cat! Oller Elq:ies 11 /1 .Q011 :

N:JW m-g d"ti:ae professiCf1als
forre&ltchl±ae. ~ . ~
tiTie s:tJectirg. Earn nue oo
weekends! Please serd resurre
;rd 1llee rurent letta"S of

re!ererce t>

(877)791-6142
BlN WOUNTAIN LAND NOW!
l.owestfXblsevert N.C. ay.;on
Qty 25a:res, specmJa" ve.vs,
~ roo:i 1--t;i ath.de. Easily
~
. seculed. $45,00).
OM1er mn-g: (8Xl)810-1elCl
www.witi:a!l<n:lb.rom

~ki::lsnleoutrom er
Fax1D 407-828-0018.

Menchie's Frozen Ycg.irt
of Wner Pal<, R. is bokrg for
shft leEdl!s v.ilh exp. ;rd daytine
aval. 9:30am. il 5pm i1 the fal.
Fa- nue ilfo. e-mai resurre t>
~
@mermes.rom.
www.rnen::tieswi1aprom

He has captivated audiences worldwide on his
internationally acclaimed talk shows, "Crossing
Over" & "Cross Country''. Don't miss this
intimate evening with John Edward.

stU>ENTPAYOUTS.COM
Paid SllV8'j TakErs Needed in
Orlmldo. 100% FREE 1D join
Click on Suveys.

FREE GAS & GROCERIES for
Ufell! Slat Receiving $200
walrnart Gift cards Today.
Call Ask Me How!!!
407-SS1-1325

m, FOR RENT:

I~ Homes

Author, Lecturer, Psychic Medium

Melbourne, FL
·oct. 7, 2010 -7pm

Fort Myers, FL

Crowne Plaza Melbourne Oceanfront

Harborside Event Center

Get Ticketsl

B

B
B

5

Driver-Average 2,400 rriesMeek.
NEW PAY PACKAGE! 98% N:>tru:h! Lale r r o o , I ~
Heathcae benefits! Daiy Cf
weel<ly pay. CDL-A, w/ 6 rrooths
om expeliE!ral. (8Xl}414B569.
www.CJivekrqltrom

~resecrthei<painer,t
Ean $40 sh:Jolirg at~ i1 a

B

700 Worship
800 Miscellaneous
900 Wanted

100

Seel<i1l pa,1q:Jcn1s for 4-tn.r

B
A
A
B
A

325 ForSale:Automotive

Oct. 8, 2010 - ~pm

www.JohnEdward.net
or call: 800-233-3123

... who will be there for you?

DLplex for rent Wei< Cf l:j\e, t>
l.CF. 3 b" 2 blh frontY<fd in!
len:::ed ba::kyoo:l, pal<rg pa:!,
Wak:ler"Mooos Dr off Alalaya tr
$1100 pa- rroih. Cal PaJ at
407-948-2289

HawltxJme Glen TCl'MT01'19.
2Bed,258alh/1 Ga!Gar. 1,300 sf.
$1,300tro. Pets web:me. Cal

(407) 929-0792
HawltxJme Glen To.vrrouse.
28ej,25Ba!h,1CcwGar. 1,3009:j ft
Avaiiille O::t 1. $1 ,30Cltnonlh. ·

lm!J

ROOMMATES

Ican help with ycu Sparish or
English lemnlng. Just call meat
407-230-6609. Ionly ctwge $5
perhour1

CASH NOW1 Get cash tJr~
Slru'.:tLred setllement Cf a-TUY
~-1--t;i~CalJ.G.
Wertv>ath. 1-00SSETllEMENT
(Hl6&738-8536). AalooA+by
the Better- Business Bueau.

OONATE YOUR VEHK::LE
RECEIVE $100) GROCERY
CXJUPON UNITED BREAST
CMCER FOUNDATION Ree
Mamlcga1is, ~Caoce" rib
www.Uld.m FREETCM'i"'g, Tax
Ded.x:ltAe, Non-Alma"s
~ (888)46S-5964.
81\1\1( FORCED BID.OFFER
SALE! Smoky Min Lake Prqlerty,Tem. Plck~lol, 1hensttlnit
~ offer! Gaed w/Amerilies!
Hl.lly, Rajse" rr:JN, Fist75orly!
(877)6444647 ext# ::/:2

Rate A

First issue:
Each addl issue:

$9
$6

RateC

$9

$)3

$J.9

• Pricing includes up to four lines, 35 characters per line
• Offering asuccessful average return of over 85%
• Reaching UCF and East Orlando, multiple publication
placement available for Oviedo and Winter Springs
• Enter and view classified ads online 24 hours aday

@

6

3
3

1

't

suldo lku

2 9

8

RateB
$}3

Puzzles by Pappocom

Fill in the grid so
that every row,
column and 3x3 box
contains the digits 1
through 9 with no
repeats.

7
5 9
6 2

5 8
6 7
8
3'
8
4
1
4
2 3
6

Monday puzzle:
Easy/eve/
Thursday puzzle:
Hard/eve/

Solution, tips and computer program at www.sudoku.com

CROSSWORD
ACROSS
1 Yankees' div.
7Deal
11 Jenny or jack
14Alter, as
boundaries
15 Slain shepherd
16"Fersher"
17"Dense fabrics
19 Prior to, to Prior
20 "Ready to blow?
22 Fettuccine
follower
25 Aborigines of
Hokkaido
26 Compress, in a
way
27 •1111 keep your
hat on
32 Cat tail motion
35Specialty
36 Three pairs of
them end the
answers to
starred clues
40 Lots
41 Area 51 location
44 •carquest stock
49 15-Across's dad
50 Bingo call
51 Kettle pair
54 ""Top Cher spinoff involving
competitive
baking
59 www address
60 "'More than just
grumble
64 Messenger
letters?
65 Ain, right?
66 Have suspicions
about
67 One hairpin tum
after another
68 Cribbage
markers
69 Quixote's squire
Panza

DOWN
1 Not easy, to a
Cockney?
2MGM mascot
359-Across
ending
4 Botanical
gardens

5Soother
6 Rough wool cloth
7 Six-pack units

By Dan Naddor
·5 Notice with a bio,
often
9.Czech hockey
player Nedved
10 Threat ender
11 Music to a
captain's ears
12 Star sometimes
seen oppostte
Venus?
13 Stepped on tt
18 McDonald's
founder
21 Gathered dust
22 Six-pack units
23 Postgraduate
study
24 Emma Peel's
hairstyle
28 "I wish I
seen
that"
29 Factory outlet tag
abbr.
30 Vegasgas
31 Identical
33 Show enjoyment
at a show
34 _ high note
37Wherethe
Lofoten Isl. are
38 Northwestern
University city
39 Teen safety org.
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48 Hook's right
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Last issue solved

42 Skip over water,
as stones
43 Doc bloc
44 Officially retract
45 One-way street
no-nos
46 Magnetic
measures
47 Hudson Bay

n ::,

l/

ll
3
I
II

.L s
I .L
d 0

H ::>
n S I
0 0 II

:) w .L

52 Saudis, usually
53 On the Aegean
55 Water waster
56 Slack off
57 Participate in

karaoke
56 Grounded jets:

Abbr.
61 Ltd. relative
62 Nonspecific
extreme
63 "Koochie-_I"

Solution and new puzzles in next issue's Classifieds

~ C o a s t a Bagail!
a,y $34,900 v.ilh FREE Boat
~-hprg ~&tlfor$)9,9001
BealJiil,,'MJCldad tuci"g ~ i1
peniergcsl walerfrort
cxmnrity. Erpydrecta:x=il
Almi:I Al aTieniies ClJ111)1eil!
Pa-.e:l roocts, l.rOOl!JOlrd
lffles, clb rouse,poo1.
Excelent fra1crg.
Cal l\bw (877)88&1415, X 2627
Adve!1ise i1 C>.ler 100 ~ .
ttm..gnJt Fm:la. Mver1isrg
Netv.or1<s of Ania, Put us t>
v.uktJrYoul (866)742-1373
www.flcrmdassifiedsoom

$$$ACCESS LAWSUrr CASH
NOW!!! $$$As sea, oo TV$$$
lrpy Lawsut ~ ? Nero
$600,$500,<XXJ+v.til 48..tTs?
Lcm raesAPPLY NOW BY
PHONE! Cal Tcxlay! Toi-free:
(8Xl}56&8321www.~.rom

$495l'ronth
(!rd.des al utities, ade TV &
Irene!). This is a noe 4 barn 12
balh
There aetv.o beams
left. 1te
is 2 m"l3s ro!1h of
LCF, at the Hess Gas SlatiCf1 Cf1

rane.
mme

Alalaya Tral1l.m le4t r-,,Je&) in!
g:> 1D Rerri"gb1 Vilage
&txivisi:Jn. Tiis so..txNsb1 has
a HOA (1-klme OM1er's
Associali:ln) ;rd is i:leal for
~ mrren.

Lease g:,oo

tlro..g1 JtJy 31, 2011.
•CCf1lax Rochly e r ~ 407lm-4849

Female roorrmate for a 2"! i1
Hulas Aeselve, ocross the
streetfrom LCF. Ftrrjshocl,
~ bah, s,a-ed
W1En1..R,OR. CUmuse, pool,
~
CXU1s. $495 rd.des
everyllrg.~1~

Looki"g for F roorrmate il Ive i1
4.Q.5 rare bcaeo beffd LCF.

Drug-Free Solution for Dog Anxiety
Use for thunder, separation, travel and other anxieties!
I Proven Over 85% Effective

• Gentle P11;ssure calms Dogs
• Recommended by Thousands.
of Vets and Trainers

v.raess, ;rd i:renm ca:ile.

noverwhelmingly, Thundershirt
has been a success with our
thunder and fireworlcs cases."

thundershirt.com

n rouse

Fbxn for rent ~
reerLCF; o1t 1..a<e Pk:kett ~
$375,tro + 1l3 uiilies. Avrj_
P<SAfJ jluxnl24@gnai.rom
3219€00314

Pam for rent n~ rane n
~ Pa-k. New ;rd deal 5
rri1s frcm l.CF. QJ8! cxxrmrity,
a\00 traloc. 1-tgH;peed i1emat.

• Money-Back Guarantee

Dr. Mark Guise, DVM, Harrisburg, PA

$400 ~ ~ lii. Rin nrrt&
ade. Has W/0, wi:i<-il chleLs,
ird noe neg tol ood. OJnt:a
Nay at 407-683-7413 er
nawB4@gnai.CXJm

JUST$36
Enter Code "FLNET10"
for FREE SHIPPING!

I 866-892-2078

$495.troliird.
Cal407~
H::lStfaliy has 3 rooms al,'<j_ b"
anae stwens CfYf. 2 fDY
rare 1.5 rri t> LCF. $475 LIii, v.ili
& WD rd. Cal Fely 407-739-0183

Check out our Classifieds,
_o nline and in print!

L8889165
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www.CentralFloridaFuture.com
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- -$ucF
tands For Opportunity

ToOViedo

Black & Gold Express Service
Shuttle operates 9:00 AM to
5:00 PM from Lot E8 to the Bumett Honors College with
no intermediate stops along
the way.

~

/

To Oviedo

To
Toll Rd4T7
inl0f11ndD

¢:l

•

•
•
•

~

,+--I

Additionally, our regular
Black & Gold on-campus
Shuttle operates 9:00AM to
7:00PM with designated 12
on-campus stops.

•
•
•
•

Neighborhood Market
·by Walmart

:!~

With Everyday Low Prices, 24-hour
convenience, and three nearby
locations, Walmart is the smart choice
for students. As you're getting settled
into a new semester on campus, don't
-

.

forget that Walmart !s here to be your
one-s~op shop for all your n~eds .

.
· McCulloch Rd.

E. Colonial Dr.

Welcome back to campus.

Welcome back to Walmart•

. ..

I•
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Copyright O 2010 Aetna Student Health. The University of Central florlda Student Health
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A look inside·the mind of a football lifer
MIKE BALDUCCI AND DANNY AIELLO

O'Leary: From a freshmen standpoint,
the McCrays, along with Clayton Geathers.
Obviously Jeff Godfrey, but he was here in
January and I don't consider him a freshman. Those are the guys that will be in the
depth chart.

Sports Editors

To players, he is a disciplinarian, father, coach, role model and doctor. To fans, he's
a hard-nosed signal caller, and he's to
blame when the Knights lose.
But to himself and his family, George
O'Leary is a man of faith, a teacher who
tries to make the best of his players year in
and year out, and a mentor who puts academics and future over football He wants
to teach his players how to prioritize and
live a full life after football
The Central Florida Future sat down
with UCF Knights head coach George
O'Leary andmret the man behind the play-

c.F.F.: What is the ® situation?
O'Leary: Jeff has the extraordinary ability to turn a bad play into a good play. Rob
is ahead of him as far as checks and everything else, but Jeffhas to be a factor in every
game. Rob is throwing a better ball than he
has and his poise is there now, but Jeff can
just make someone miss and make a big
play. Both have looked good in practice. I
don't anoint the® in practice. You have to
win it in the game. Practice is great, but the
game is another monster. You have the
crowd·and lights and other factors so that
will decide who wins the job.

book

CentralFlorida.Future: How do you feel
about this year's team?
George O'Leary: There's a bunch ofkids
back, whether they started or had a special
team role, this is by far the most seniors I've
had back on the field offensively or defensively. You're only as good from a chem~istry standpoint as your senior class.
c.F.F.: How was the preseason?
O'Leary: This was a very strong preseason. I felt the team came, worked hard and
_really pick~ up on the things I asked them
to. If I could really make a statement about
this team it wotild be, ''You can have a bad
play, but you can't have a bad day.'' We've
helped ourselves by returning so many
players because it allows fewer true freshmen on the traveling squad

c.F.F.: Is there a family feel to this year's
squad?
O'Leary: Yeah ·- I feel that it's genuine.
Whether it is in the·dining hall or wherever, I don't see too many cliques. I see a team
that just likes to hang out with each other
on and off the field Sure there are prob> lems wherever you go, but I stress the
importance that even if you don't like the
guy, you have to respect him. You get
respect on the football field by your work
habits, I look a~ it as you're never going to
like everyone, but you have to respect his
work ethic on the field

There is more than meets the eye when it comes to UCF Head Coach George O'Leary.

coach feels is important and makes that
important to them, and I understand that
thoroughly. I get it that most players won't
play beyond college and therefore need to
work hard in the classroom. They better
have their degree and be able to use their
degree in map.y aspects. I feel like you look
at these guys as fre$men, and now I feel
like that over the years they have matured ·
in the aspects other than football I always
tell the kids there are four areas of your
life: Your Faith and Family, Academics, ·
Football and the last one which tends to
get them in trouble, and that's their social
lives. That always needs to remain number
four ifyou want to be successful and there
are times priorities will change, but if you
come into (UCF) going to church than you
continue to do so. During preseason, rve
had church services on Sundays and we
had four different kids speak up and recite
verses of the Bible. That's what brings a
team together, they can relate to each
other. There is one mindset on this team:
Respect your teammates and win the conference championship.

c.F.F.: How do you_personally balanGe
those four aspects of your life.
O'Leary: Well I mean it's tough. Obviously faith is important to me, being IrishC.F.F.:-How do you keep the players Catholic. But - as the head coach, you're
focused on other aspects of life besides always dealing with football But the thing
football?
I love about college football is that you can
O'Leary: Well, they are called student- wear nine different hats. rm the discipJ.i.athletes. Student comes first, and I stress · narian, psychologist, doctor, judge, menthat. I feel like the team takes what the tor, parent; I mean so many different

c.F.F.: What is your personal life like{
things at different times. My door is always
O'Leary: Well I have four kids, all with
open to the players and they know that I degrees and long gone. As for me, I love
will tell them what I feel is best for the being out ·on a boat in the water. _ I don't
team all the time, likewise I tell their par- get up to the lake house in Georgia as often
ents when I meet them before I sign your as rd like, but I have a few boats there and
child you should know this is a family I like to take them out for the day and just
scholarship. It doesn't mean your siblings cruising around I enjoy golf: but I don't
will come to UCF, but it means.that I will · enjoy either too much to give up football I
call you arid tell you what your child is or love getting up every morning coming to
isn't doing and my phone is always open.
work When I have back-to-back days
when I come here and go ''What am I
c.F.F.: How do you feel about this year's doing?'' then it's time to walk away. I've had
schedule?
a few ofthose days but so far none back-toO'Leary: We play one game at a time. back. I think rm going to coach until I physThe only other thing I will say about this ically can't do it anymore. My wife worries
schedule, it's the best schedule from a what am I going to dowhenrmdone.IgPve
when and who standpoint. The fact that a lot of credit to my wife, rm gone from 6
you can play your non-conference sched- a.m. to lOp.m. every night so she took care
ule in September and move on the Confer- of things at home. I enjoy the game but I
ence play without having to worry about a also enjoy my family. We get together on
non-conference game throwing you off. the holidays, I have a beach house where
You have to win the non-conference games they bring the grandchildren and we just
first to catch some attention and build haveftin.
some momentum going into conference
play. Even though we have a lot of home
c.F.F.: What was your favorite moment
ganJ.es that will help us, you still need to go asacoach?
out and win two-of-three ifnot all the phasO'Leary: It's funny. I tend to remember
es of the ball (offense, defense, special bad plays as opposed to favorite mom~.
teams) each week to be successful and try I had a kid walk in the other day, and I smr-"
to put yourself in a position to win. .
you fumbled, then you ran out of bounds
The biggest thing about this conference which stopped the clock. We punted, they
is that every team has skill players at skill came down and scored a field goal to tie
positions so you have to be-ready to com- the game. He looked at me and said 'Coach
pete and bring the "If..' game every week to ·you still remember that!' lt~s hard to
win.
remember so many things as a coach, •
it's usually the bad ones that stick out.
c.F.F.: Any surprises from camp?
Funny how that works.
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This is the team we've been waiting for
STEVEN RVZEWSKI
Contributing Writer

·Don't think this isn't the season.
Don't think this shouldn't be, or doesn't have to be, the year.
It is. It does.
UCF football is ·going all-in this season, and don't think anyone in the locker
room doesn't know it
I'm not talking necessarily about being
a BCS-buster. That's a pretty heavy
expectation any season. What I'm saying
is: this is the season where the Knights
need to win 10 or 11 gaip.es. This is the season where the Knights need to crack the
Top 25, and not just for a week.
This is the season where this program
needs to transition from sleeping giant;
that program that could be good one day;
that school with the really nice facilities
located on the really pretty campus with
the really pretty people in the really nice

television market. It needs to transition all are winnable. The Knights may even
from all that into real relevance.
. be favored in some of, possibly most of,
National relev~ce, to be precise.
these games.
The vari~bles are all there.
Ranking-wise, the Knights have one of
Let's look back just a year ago. The the easiest schedules in the country.
Knights blew two games early last season Although this schedule doesn't feature
at East Carolina and Southern Miss the true ''big game" that gets the commubefore they really jelled, led by an unex- nity excited, such as hosting Miami last
pected transfer quarterback named Brett season or South Florida the ye~ before, it
Hodges, who emerged as the calm and has the right mix of "should win'' games,
collected leader. Despite the change, the respectable conference opponents, and
Knights finished with eight wins on a beatable lower-tier BCS teams, to make ,a
schedule that featured Texas and Miami. ten to eleven win season relevant, Top 25This year, the BCS opponents - the worthy. Go undefeated, and, well, it cre''big games" - are North C~olina State ates some possibilities of its own.
and Kansas State. The conference as a
This has to be the season because the
whole is anticipated to have a down year. enthusiasm of the little-program-that-'
More importantly, there are no games could is running out. Because to truly
like Texas or Miami last year that the make the transition to national relevance
Knights simply will be expected to lose. you've got to post a ten win season, win
The toughest games on this schedule are, your bowl game, be ranked. This is the
in no particular order; at Houston, at season that seems the most possible, and
Kansas State, and against NC State, and if it comes to fruition, watch and see the

Knights next recruiting class.
UCF is already stealing away recruits
being sought after by BCS programs.
They're buying into the dream, in addition to the perks of a beautiful campus,
state of the art facilities, and all that good
stuff. Maybe come National _Signing Day
this time around, the Knights can sell
recruits on the reality of a program that's
taldng names.
The sooner UCF has a breakout season, the kind I'm talking about, the sooner UCF fans can start to realistically daydream of being a BCS-buster. That's the
beauty of the BCS-buster route, it can ·b e
an easier route, but the draw~ack is it
requires perfection.
This could be that year. There is not a
single game on the schedule that Knights
are unable to win.
But that's not what this year has to be
about
This year has to be about a C-USA title.

Just did it: Knights swap to Nike uniforms
NICOLE SAAVEDRA
Staff Writer

will have six uniform options to choose from, includ-

ing pants, and ordered jersey's in white, gold and yes,
even black. Both fans and players enjoy the black jerWhen the Knights take the field on Saturday, they'll sey's, but it's unknown whether the team will don the
have a brand new look.
black jersey's this fall.
UCF, who was previously partnered with adidas,
"That's Coach O'Leary's callt said Clingan. "I know
officially became a Nike school in July. The new uni- we like wearing black as a team, so if we can wear it
forms were unveiled later in the month and select once or twice this year, that would be good."
·
Despite the buzz about the new look for the
players have worn the new designs.
"I think they're really nice," said punter Blake Clin- Knights this season, the team is more focused on their
gan. "They look hip, they're tight, a little tighter than performance on the field, not the newly added
the adid¥ jerseys. Otherwise, they're pretty comfort- Swoosh on their uniforms.
"It's like going to practice wearing a different shirt.
able and ijiey look good."
Wide receiver Kamar Aiken was among the players It's not going to affect the way you practice," said Clinwho gave the new design a test drive and provided gan. "Our team might have a little more swag, be a litfeedback to adidas in regards to comfort and perform- tle more pumped up, maybe that'll help us. When we
ance.
wear black out there, we'll be even a little more
''We gave them performance feedback," said Aiken. pumped up."
Whe.ll- UCF takes on South Dakota on Saturday, the
"Not as far as the design, but for material."
Aiken noted that the jersey he wore felt heavy, like logo on the jersey might be different, but the team has
the adidas uniforms, and that the version the team still spent the summer focused on winning football
games.
wears on the field Saturday will likely be lighter.
"Other than it being heavy, it was good," said Aiken.
"We are more excited about playing really," said
"They're tight, they look good and they feel good."
Aiken "The new 1·erseys we've tr1'ed them out
'
'
'
. COURTESY ORLANDO SENTINEL
Coach O'Leary officially unveiled the designs dur- There's not too much excitement [about that]. Really, UCF Head Coach George O'Leary shows off the Knights' new Nike home jerseys.
ing season ticket holder pick up in late July. The team we're just getting ready to play."
_ TheMarcusJordan-adidaseventsfromspringof2010forcedtheswitch.
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Big-leg Blake key to Knights special teams
STEVEN RVZEWSKI
Contributing Writer

Helping to lead the Knights special teams unit this
season is senior punter Blake Clingan.
Clingan's punting game has done
wonders
for the Knights special
BLAKE
teams over the years, including last
CLINGAN
season against Rice where he landed four of his five punts inside the
Coral Springs, Fla.
twenty-yard . line, and at Texas
Coral Springs High
where he had three punts over fifty
School ·
yards, and one career-high 70-yard
punt.
2009STATS
Clingan, who averaged 37.3 yards
57 punts
per punt last season, has his own set
2108yards
of expectations for his senior sea37 yard average
son as a Knight. .
Long of 70 yards
'½.s a senior I expect to help lead
23 inside the 20
special teams," he said He also said
PERSONAL
he hopes to lead the nation in yards
lnterper5onal/organi per punt.
·
zational
. Clingan explained .his love for
football goes back to his childhood,
communication
that it's a game he has been playing
major
since he was little, and that he real-

ly values the idea of a team as it applies to football.
"I enjoy football because I feel like everyone has to
do their job; the team aspect. One player can't do it all
in football," said Clingan.
Similar to the rest of the Knights senior class this
season, Clingan has seen ups and downs for the program over his career, including a Conference USA
Championship and a disappointing 4-8 season to fol- ·
low, and also the programs first defeat of a Top 25 team.
He's enjoyed his time with the program .so far, saying_
that he's happy to have chosen UCF, a school close to
his hometown in Coral Springs, and that he's enjoyed
the team's good chemistry over the years.
Asked about his future plans, with his time as a
Knight drawing to a close following this season, Clingan said he wasn't overly concerned about the future
yet, that he was focused on the season ahead, and that
he "takes it day-by-day." Clingan is open to continuing
his football career at the next level following this season but also has his education to aid him after he graduates.
"I'm a communications major, so I'd like to .find
something in that field," said Clingan.
The Knights don't utilize a second punter on the
RAMI ROTLEWIQ / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
roster, so in case of emergency, place kicker Nick Cat- , Blake Clingan has been a key to the UCF special teams' success the past few
toi is the backup.
seasons.
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New pride of the Knights will be Godfrey
CARSON INGLE
StaffWriter ·

George Q'Leary is a lifelong Yankees
fan. Growing up in Central Islip, New
York, he became familiar with Bronx
Bomber history, as does any good pinstripe-diehard in training. One particular
bit of New York baseball trivia mirrors
the quarterback situation O'Leary is
about to encounter as he enters the 2010
season.
Enter the classic Yankee tale of Wally
Pipp and Lou Gehrig.
Pipp had been the .
ROB
first baseman
CALABRESE · starting
in New York for ten
lslipTerrace,N.Y.
years and on June 2,
East Islip High School 1925, he sat out of the
game
with
a
2009STATS
headache. He would
25-46 on the season be replaced by the
rookie Gehrig and
260yards
never reclaimed his
3touchdowns ·
job again, as Gehrig
73 yards rushing
went on to start in
Started @Texas,
consecutive
went 10-19, 76 yards 2,130
games.
Went 5-7 vs. Rutgers
Rob Calabrese is
Pipp:
the solid, safe
PERSONA~
player. Jeffrey GodSports and ~ess
frey is Gehrig: excitmaj~r · ·
ing, oozing with confidence
and
portraying an aura of.
greatness. While there is no forewarning
that Calabrese will have to sit due to ailment like Pipp, it's almost inevitable at
this point that his fate will be the same.
At the end of the day, this change to
come is not about Rob Calabrese. There
is widespread belief that the junior has
become more comfortable, smarter and a
stronger leader in the huddle during the
spring and summer.
Sometimes getting better just can't
hold a candle to the rush of potential.
In recent weeks, the post-practice
comme~tary of Coach O'Leary has slowly but surely crept the door open wider
for Godfrey. He's mentioned the memorable nature of plays ~e freshman creates, and offensive coordinator Charlie
Taaffe has said there is no doubt that the
Miami Central-product has closed the
gap.
So when the Knights take the field
against South Dakota, expect to see the
guy who has 15 career games under his
I

I

belt for the Black and Gold behind center.
Just don't get used to it
When you're UCF, you don't get one
of the most prolific passers in Dade
County history away from programs like
FSU, Miami, and Georgia without some
assurances. Godfrey has lmown he was
going to play from the onset and we are
all just starting to realize how much time
,
he'll get.
Sit back and wait for the moment,
Sept. 4, when everyone will witness the
Godfrey era at UCF commence. In fact
Sept. 4, 2010, could be his Gehrig day: his
breakout
Whatever the case,.sooner or later, it
will be Godfrey's team. When the two
signal c~ers hav~ been described as 1A
and 1B throughout the waning weeks of
camp, how do you not go with the
younger option that has the higher ceiling for what can be accomplished? If
they are so close, then it can be surmised
that experience is all Godfrey needs - so
give it to him.
O'Leary is a smart coach, despite what
many naysayers might voice. He has
transformed the Knights football program for the better in numerous ways.
Still, he lacks that season, moment, or
team that cements his legacy.
The main reason for his absence of a
moment in the sun while at UCF boils
down to the quarterback position.
Most would tell you it has been one of
the most upbeat fall camps they have
seen from O'Leary. The coach has been
loose, positive and even gave the teams
two off-days during the month, a rarely
seen occurrence.
You can say that the reason for all the
goodwill is because of his veteran team,
favorable schedule, or just plain softening
with age, but I tend to not fully embrace
any of those three reasons. I think as he
has watched Jeffrey Godfrey grow
through the spring and into the fall, he
lmows that he's the one player needed to
take UCF to a new stage.
O'Leary had his .finest seasons at
Georgia Tech with another electrifying,
athletic quarterback in Joe Hamilton.
Hamilton saw action right away and it
paid dividends Jor the Yellow Jackets
throughout his four-year career. You cannot look at Godfrey and not see some of
the same things Hamilton did on the
field
Daunte Culpepper made UCF Foot-

RAMI ROTLEWIU / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

While Rob Calabrese may lead the Knights in 2010, Jeffrey Godfrey is the future of the UCF franchise. _

ball a Division 1 program and Kevin
Smith helped the Knights become a
respectable C-USA team. Jeffrey Godfrey is here to take it to the next level

,

If he -does all that, to borrow a line
from the legend Gehrig, George O'Leary
will consider himself the luckiest coach
on the face of the earth.
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An inside look at the faces of the franchise
MIKE BALDUCCI AND DANNY AIELLO
Sports Editors

lete side - of tw0 kids who may wind up
soon being the faces-of this school

On one side of the ball, there's defensive-end Bruce Miller: a soft-spoken, redhaired, Call of Duty-loving senior, who
just happens to be the Conference USA
Defensive Player of the Year.
On the other side, there's quarterback
Rob Calabrese: a Long Island-junior and Yankees fan - 950 miles from home,
who after three years of playing the waiting game will take the reins of the offense.
When deciding who would be best for
the main feature in the Central Floriaa
Future's football preview, it wasn't very
difficult to come to the conclusion that the
leaders ofboth teams were the perfect fits.
We sat down with Miller and Cal'."
abrese and talked about more than just the
on-field storylines. There was no talk of
the Jeffrey Godfrey situation, or Brynn
Harvey's injury, or the loss of Rocky Ross
and Torrell Troup. Those plots will be
covered ad-nauseam throughout the
course of the season. .Instead, we took a
look at the human side - the student-ath-

Mike Balducci: How about we start by
you two introducing each other?
Rob Calabrese: This is Bruce Miller,
Conference USA Defensive Player ofthe
Year. Great football player, great guy, very
funny and I guess he's a pretty good
dancer. ,
Danny Aiello: Before we continue,
explain the dancing.
Bruce Miller: I don't really know how
to explain it other than. .. I have a few skills
that I've picked up along the way in the
locker room. I think it's more that they get
a kick out of the redheaded kid in the locker room dancing than it is that I can actilally dance.
Aiello: Are we going to see those skills
this year if you take one to the house?
Miller: Never. Never. Nope, nope.
Coach is not a fan of the celebrations.
Balducci: I don't think Coach would
give you the letter of recommendation,
then.
Miller: Nope. "He danced in the end

zone, I remember that kid!"
Anyways, this is Rob Calabrese, our
starting ®, our leader, our.heart and soul
of the offense. Great guy, great to be
around, great football player and I hope to
see big things out of him ·this year.
Aiello: Rob, talk about your maturation
as a quarterback.
Calabrese: In the past few years, I've
got to grow up_ and mature a lot. In my
freshman· year, I struggled and it was
tough at times, but I got to learn the speed
of the game and what it takes to be a D-1
®· And then last year I feel like was my
redshirt year because I got to sit out, sit
back and watch Brett Hodges play and he
did a very good job.... It really helped me
out learning from him.
Balducci: With the game on the line,
would you rather have the defense making
the game-winning stop or_the offense
making the game-winning drive?
Miller: I know that people like to see
the game winning drive, I know people
like to see lots of offense, but I don't think
there's anything better than a last-second,
·
fourth-quarter stand on defense.

Calabrese: The game winning drive is
very exciting. Like last year at Marshall Bruce stripped the ball and then they hit
[WR Rocky] Ross in the endzone.
Balducci: Just want to let you know, I've
been in West Virginia for the past three
months on an internship and you're a bad
word near Huntington.
Miller: It was funny, I went to media
day with Coach [George] O'Leary and
each team brought a player and [Marshall]
brought one of their linebackers - and he
didn't know who I was, so it didn't matter
-, but we were in an elevator together
and we were chit-chatting and he goes,
·~e you Bruce Miller?" and I go, ''Yeah
man," and he's like "Man. .. that was ridiculous. I watched that play so many times."
Aiello: This guy, Bruce Miller, is one of
the most soft-spoken, quietest guys when
he's not on the field. But during a game, he
just turns it up. What's that like, Rob?
Calabrese: My freshman year I was
scared ofhim. Him and Brendan Kelly, the
two biggest guys. Getting to know him,
PLEASE SEE

DANCE ON BB
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Team breakdown

UCF is lethal with weapons arotu1d the ball
MIKE BALDUCCI, DANNY AIELLO,
CARLOS PINEDA

nal-callers heads, this lurking defense can

Football Beat Writers

Also, the linebackers need to key in on
the run. Aside from Houston's pass-heavy
offense, the majority of the Knight's schedule features teams that use the run to set up
the pass. If the linebackers can negate tlw
run and make the teams one dimensional
UCF's offense can control the clock and
execute to perfectidn.
With a solid secondary, a very strong
core of linebackers, and two stellar-defensive ends to overlap the inexperienee ofthe
DTs, this year's Knights defense may be
the best we have witnessed

feast.

OFFENSE

,

·- i '

One of the key successes for UCF last
season came from redshirt-senior Brett
Hodges, who was able to step in and guide
the Knights to a 8-5 season.
Without Hodges on the roster, everyone
will look to see if junior starter Rob Calabrese can step into the role and lead UCF
to a potential Conference USA Championship. Calabrese knows that if he cannot
run the offense successfully, true freshman
Jeff Godfrey wants the ball to showcase the
talent that led him to break Miami's Jacory
Harris' career passing numbers in high
school
While Calabrese moved at a moderate
rate, Godfrey came away from fall camp
narrowingthelinebetweenfirststringand
second
For UCF to live up to the high expectations, it all falls on the quarterback. Calabrese has been named the starter on two
different occasions, only to lose the role
due to inconsistent play. With Godfrey performing well during the preseason camp, _
Calabrese said the competition factor is a
big motivator.
''We really push _e ach other:' Calabrese
said ''I think it makes you better when you
have somebody there making you get better, and I think both of us will be better
quarterbacks recause of it''
Helping out the quarterbacks is a wide
receiver position filled with depth. For the
most part in recent years, the position was
inexperienced, but now the WR corps are
a strength for the Knights. Senior Kamar_
Aileen had 610 receiving yards in 2009, the
most on the team. Both Aileen and redshirt
junior AJ. Guyton returned from injuryplagued seasons to become offensive
threats in the Knights' run to the St Peters..
burg Bowl last season.
Guyton led UCF with the most receptions (44). The receivers that made the
most noise - with only eight catches - is
sophomore Quincy McDuffie. Last year,
McDuffie returned the season-opening
kickoff 95 yards ·for a score. UCF head
coach George O'Leary said all camp that he
wants to see McDuffie get the ball more.
"He's one kid that can take it the distance on every pl~y with his speed/'
O'Leary said ''We're at the stage where certain plays that should be triggered through
":IJ."•" "
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SPECIAL TEAMS

RAMI ROTLEWIU / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Weapons on offense,an experienced lethal defense and astrong special teams unit make the 2010 Knights the,most
complete team UCF fans have seen in years.

Again, the Knights will head into the
season with a solid special teams unit from
top to bottom.
Nick Cattoi leads the pack at placekicker and will need to improve on his 14 fo~
2009 season numbers if he wants to make
sure Jamie Boyle stays at a distance No. 2
on the depth chart. Cattoi was near automatic closer than 30 yards, but missed
three FGs in the mid-range (30-39). What
can't be denied is his boot he celebrated a
career-long 50-yarder last year against
Southern Miss.
Blake Clingan is set to follow up on his
gaudy '09 numbers, which included 24
punts inside the 20-yard line and a booming 70-yarder at Texas.
The big change on special teams may be
in the form of kick returner. From the
moment Qµincy McDuffie sprinted to a 95yard kickoff return for a touchdown in ~
'09 home opener versus Samford, Knights
fans learned that a Joe Burnett-less return _
game might not be the worst thing in the
world
McDuffie is still slotted in the return
game, but offensive coordinator Charlie
Taaffe will look to get him more involved in
the offense. It's hard to believe that
McDuffie, who made the game-changing
over-the-head touchdown catch against
Houston, only caught eight passes last year.
As his receptions go up, look for his
involvement in the return game to

certain guys that can make big plays:'
leader in both career sacks (27) and career
Aside from the receivers, the Knights tackles for a loss (44).
lost junior running back Brynn Harvey to a
The Knights return 17 starters from a
knee injury in the spring. The 1,000-yard defense that led C-USA in total defense,
rusher has made strides in recovery and rushing defense, scoring defense, sack and
O'Leary is optimistic that Harvey will be tackles for loss. UCF was fourth in the
back in the first month of the season. Until natipn last fall in rushing defense, topped
then, it is sophomore Jonathan Davis' time. only by BCS bowl participants Texas,
Davis began the preseason second on the Alabama and TCU.
chart, but has worked extensively to get the
Also back for UCF is one of the nation's
starting nod in the season opener. Davis top freshman comers in Josh Robinson,
has wowed everyone, knowing he can do and finally a healthy return for both Emery
plenty of damage in the early part of the Allen and Chance Henderson, who can
season.
he]p anchor an already_scary defense. KheLooking to make that happen is a big mal Ishmal and Reggie Weams leapt onto
offensive line. Led by redshirt-senior Jah the scene last year when injuries arose and
Reid and redshirt-junior Nick Pieschel, will add to the solid depth of this defense.
who both stand at 6-foot-7 and will be linSome questions for this defense, howing up next to each other, the Knights have ever, remain on the defensive line. David
a strong right side. Redshirt freshman Williams and Bruce Miller return to hold
Chris Martin ·takes over for Pieschel at left down· the ends, but the Defensive Tackle
tackle, taking the responsibility of protect- - position remains a question. Senior Wes
ing the blind side for either Calabrese or Tunuufi-Sauvao looked to be the favorite
Godfrey.
alongside true-freshman RJ Dunston, but
now it seems head coach George O'Leary
DEFENSE
will platoon Victor Gray, Brandon Bryant, 'ish.
Luckily, the Knights have ample speed
. Defense wins championships.
and 1roy Davis into the mix as he tries to
While the offense may be mor~ potent find a replacement for Torrell 'froup, a sec- to use if this is the case with McDuffie. AJ.
than the Kevin Smith 2007 offense, it will ond-round draft pick of the Buffalo Bills.
Guyton, Darin Baldwin and Josh Robinson
need to rely on the defense to put it in good
The keys to success for the Knights this are all slated to take reps in the return
position.
,
year wil.l be ® pressure. With a bevy of game, and with Robinson entering the~
1bis defense .returns C-USA Defensive young quarterbacks getting into the mix in son No. 2 on the comerbackdepth.c hart,~
Player ofthe Year Bruce Miller, the nation's , C-USA, if UCF can get into the novice sig- may see a _larger role on special teams.
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Dance career for Miller?
would be Kevin Smith's mom. She was
the most spirited mom I've ever seen.
being around him, he's an awesome guy. We warm up in the student section and
He's funny and he comes to play every I could always see her running up and
day.
, down slapping hands, wearing the
Balducci: Give me a guy on each side [No.]24 jersey. It was awesome.
of the ball that has a chance to have a
Balducci: What's one NFL player you
breakout season.
guys look up to?
Miller: I think the guy that has the
Miller: I try to do everything he does
best chance to have a breakout season is to the best I can, and that's Jared Allen:
Troy Davis ... He might not be the most my favorite player.
skilled guy technique-wise, but he goes
Aiello: Going to grow the mullet, too?
100 percent on every play and that's the
Miller: I'm trying right now, I've got a
key to make plays: That motor to keep little wave in there. But Coach will tel)
going.
me to cut it soon.
Calabrese: Offensively, I think A.J.
Calabl'ese: I love watching Peyton
Guyton. He's a great athlete, he's a play- Manning. The way he runs things at the
maker and we're trying to get him the line of scrimmage.... Another guy I love
ball in open space. He breaks tackles and is Brett Favre. It's like watching a little
. I don't know how he does it.
kid playing out there.
Balducci: After all this, what do you
Balducci: Give me your favorite allplan on doing? If the NFL doesn't work, time sports moment and your favorite
do you have a backup plan?
UCF-sports moment.
·
Miller: Gotta have a backup plan.
Miller: Favorite UCF moment, first
Even if you do make it, it's so short lived · collegiate ~ e at NC State. I was a redYou're in there and you're out, then shirt freshman. Huge game, ACC ... and
what? My backup plan is ...
Kevin Smith breaks on the first play of
Balducci: Dancing With the Stars?
the game, SO-something yards. But
Miller: ·Dancing With the Stars, yep. standing on the sideline, because I
So You Think You Can Dance. America's haven't been on the field yet ... and he
Best Dance Crew. But my real plan is: I runs right by me down the sidelines... it
want to stay in football. I want to be a was the best ever.
coach.
Calabrese: My favorite UCF moment
Calabrese: I'm-a sports-fitness major. was from last year ... when Brett
... When I'm done playing, I want to help [Hodges] threw Qµincy [McDuffie] that
people out with the game. I love the ball [in the Houston game].
game; why not stick with it?
Miller: My favorite sports moment
Balducci: I saw the Entourage poster every time is when Brett Favre comes
in your room. If you were one of the back
guys from your show; who would you
Aiello: What's the most embarrassing .
be?
sports moment for you?
Calabrese: I'd have to be Turtle. I
Miller: Well, [USF ® Matt]
know he doesn't do much and -he lives Groethe running me out of my hamoff Vmce, but he does have the freshest strings.... And I got hit real hard one
gear.
time. It was a kid from Texas. Running
Miller: This is tough for me because I down on a kick and I looked away and
love Johnny Drama, but my favorite is looked back and got knocked. Messed
Ari. He's the best one on the show.
up my helmet. ..
Aiello: Who is the ugliest player on
Calabrese: My first collegiate pass... it
the field? I know. you guys watch was an interception. It was to Rocky
[HBO's] Hard Knocks, who is "King Ross. We had,a run play and they had.a
Ugly?"'
.
· defense where·I had to check out to a
Miller: I think it'd have to be No. 49.:.. .· pass play so "I chedked. out to a smash ,
that'd be me, King Ugly.
. r~>nte ... and they were in cover-~o, and
Calabrese: I'm not going to say any you never throw the hitch 'route on a
. offensive linemen because I don't want cover-two. '
.
Aiello: What's one thing you've seen
_ them to hate me. I'll stick with the ·red- .
on the field that y~u'll never forget?
heads and go Brandon Kelly.
Miller: Really? I didn't want to call
Miller: The play ~t _I remember is
anybody ugly, that's why I said myself.
against ... Southeni Methodist At the end
Aiello: Who's· got the. most spirited ofthe hal.t: a kid fuinbled or we.mterceptparents on the team?
.
- ed, and we picked it up and like 14 playMiller: Can I go back? Because that ers touched the ball after the laterals.
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A look inside·the mind of a football lifer
MIKE BALDUCCI AND DANNY AIELLO

O'Leary: From a freshmen standpoint,
the McCrays, along with Clayton Geathers.
Obviously Jeff Godfrey, but he was here in
January and I don't consider him a freshman. Those are the guys that will be in the
depth chart.

Sports Editors

To players, he is a disciplinarian, father, coach, role model and doctor. To fans, he's
a hard-nosed signal caller, and he's to
blame when the Knights lose.
But to himself and his family, George
O'Leary is a man of faith, a teacher who
tries to make the best of his players year in
and year out, and a mentor who puts academics and future over football He wants
to teach his players how to prioritize and
live a full life after football
The Central Florida Future sat down
with UCF Knights head coach George
O'Leary andmret the man behind the play-

c.F.F.: What is the ® situation?
O'Leary: Jeff has the extraordinary ability to turn a bad play into a good play. Rob
is ahead of him as far as checks and everything else, but Jeffhas to be a factor in every
game. Rob is throwing a better ball than he
has and his poise is there now, but Jeff can
just make someone miss and make a big
play. Both have looked good in practice. I
don't anoint the® in practice. You have to
win it in the game. Practice is great, but the
game is another monster. You have the
crowd·and lights and other factors so that
will decide who wins the job.

book

CentralFlorida.Future: How do you feel
about this year's team?
George O'Leary: There's a bunch ofkids
back, whether they started or had a special
team role, this is by far the most seniors I've
had back on the field offensively or defensively. You're only as good from a chem~istry standpoint as your senior class.
c.F.F.: How was the preseason?
O'Leary: This was a very strong preseason. I felt the team came, worked hard and
_really pick~ up on the things I asked them
to. If I could really make a statement about
this team it wotild be, ''You can have a bad
play, but you can't have a bad day.'' We've
helped ourselves by returning so many
players because it allows fewer true freshmen on the traveling squad

c.F.F.: Is there a family feel to this year's
squad?
O'Leary: Yeah ·- I feel that it's genuine.
Whether it is in the·dining hall or wherever, I don't see too many cliques. I see a team
that just likes to hang out with each other
on and off the field Sure there are prob> lems wherever you go, but I stress the
importance that even if you don't like the
guy, you have to respect him. You get
respect on the football field by your work
habits, I look a~ it as you're never going to
like everyone, but you have to respect his
work ethic on the field

There is more than meets the eye when it comes to UCF Head Coach George O'Leary.

coach feels is important and makes that
important to them, and I understand that
thoroughly. I get it that most players won't
play beyond college and therefore need to
work hard in the classroom. They better
have their degree and be able to use their
degree in map.y aspects. I feel like you look
at these guys as fre$men, and now I feel
like that over the years they have matured ·
in the aspects other than football I always
tell the kids there are four areas of your
life: Your Faith and Family, Academics, ·
Football and the last one which tends to
get them in trouble, and that's their social
lives. That always needs to remain number
four ifyou want to be successful and there
are times priorities will change, but if you
come into (UCF) going to church than you
continue to do so. During preseason, rve
had church services on Sundays and we
had four different kids speak up and recite
verses of the Bible. That's what brings a
team together, they can relate to each
other. There is one mindset on this team:
Respect your teammates and win the conference championship.

c.F.F.: How do you_personally balanGe
those four aspects of your life.
O'Leary: Well I mean it's tough. Obviously faith is important to me, being IrishC.F.F.:-How do you keep the players Catholic. But - as the head coach, you're
focused on other aspects of life besides always dealing with football But the thing
football?
I love about college football is that you can
O'Leary: Well, they are called student- wear nine different hats. rm the discipJ.i.athletes. Student comes first, and I stress · narian, psychologist, doctor, judge, menthat. I feel like the team takes what the tor, parent; I mean so many different

c.F.F.: What is your personal life like{
things at different times. My door is always
O'Leary: Well I have four kids, all with
open to the players and they know that I degrees and long gone. As for me, I love
will tell them what I feel is best for the being out ·on a boat in the water. _ I don't
team all the time, likewise I tell their par- get up to the lake house in Georgia as often
ents when I meet them before I sign your as rd like, but I have a few boats there and
child you should know this is a family I like to take them out for the day and just
scholarship. It doesn't mean your siblings cruising around I enjoy golf: but I don't
will come to UCF, but it means.that I will · enjoy either too much to give up football I
call you arid tell you what your child is or love getting up every morning coming to
isn't doing and my phone is always open.
work When I have back-to-back days
when I come here and go ''What am I
c.F.F.: How do you feel about this year's doing?'' then it's time to walk away. I've had
schedule?
a few ofthose days but so far none back-toO'Leary: We play one game at a time. back. I think rm going to coach until I physThe only other thing I will say about this ically can't do it anymore. My wife worries
schedule, it's the best schedule from a what am I going to dowhenrmdone.IgPve
when and who standpoint. The fact that a lot of credit to my wife, rm gone from 6
you can play your non-conference sched- a.m. to lOp.m. every night so she took care
ule in September and move on the Confer- of things at home. I enjoy the game but I
ence play without having to worry about a also enjoy my family. We get together on
non-conference game throwing you off. the holidays, I have a beach house where
You have to win the non-conference games they bring the grandchildren and we just
first to catch some attention and build haveftin.
some momentum going into conference
play. Even though we have a lot of home
c.F.F.: What was your favorite moment
ganJ.es that will help us, you still need to go asacoach?
out and win two-of-three ifnot all the phasO'Leary: It's funny. I tend to remember
es of the ball (offense, defense, special bad plays as opposed to favorite mom~.
teams) each week to be successful and try I had a kid walk in the other day, and I smr-"
to put yourself in a position to win. .
you fumbled, then you ran out of bounds
The biggest thing about this conference which stopped the clock. We punted, they
is that every team has skill players at skill came down and scored a field goal to tie
positions so you have to be-ready to com- the game. He looked at me and said 'Coach
pete and bring the "If..' game every week to ·you still remember that!' lt~s hard to
win.
remember so many things as a coach, •
it's usually the bad ones that stick out.
c.F.F.: Any surprises from camp?
Funny how that works.
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